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GENERAL INFORMATION FOR THE TOWN OF STRATHAM
TELEPHONE NUMBERS: (* denotes an emergency number)
FIRE DEPARTMENT (TO REPORT FIRE) ……...…. 911*
EMS EMERGENCY NUMBER (AMBULANCE) ........ 911*
Fire House business number (not to report fire)................. 772-9756
Fire Chief.......................................................................…. 772-8215
POLICE DEPARTMENT (EMERGENCY NUMBER)….. 911*
Police Department (business number)................................ 778-9691
Animal Control……………………………………………679-2225
Town Clerk/Tax Collector...............................................…772-4741












TOWN OFFICE HOURS: (closed holidays)
Town Clerk/Tax Collector: Mondays 8:30 am to 7:00 pm; Tuesday–Thursday 8:30 am to 
4:00 pm; Fridays 8:00 am to 12:30 pm 
Code Enforcement Officer/Building Inspector:  Monday – Friday 9:00 am–noon
Wiggin Memorial Library: Monday–Thursday 9:30 am to 7:00 pm, Fri. 9:30 am – 6:00 pm                     
Sat. 9:30 am–3:00 pm
All Other Offices: Monday–Friday 8:30 am to 4:00 pm
HISTORICAL SOCIETY HOURS:
Tuesdays 9 am-11:30 am; Thursdays 2 pm–4 pm; 1st Sunday of month 2 pm–4 pm
STRATHAM TRANSFER STATION HOURS:
Saturdays 9 am–4 pm (Winter (December thru March) 1st and 3rd Saturdays of the month only)
TRASH & RECYCLING COLLECTION: Thursday & Friday curbside by 7:00 am
See Back Cover for Meetings & Schedules
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DEDICATED TO THE 300TH ANNIVERSARY COMMITTEE
Photo by: Linwood Wickett
(L to R: Susan Canada, Liz Chisholm, Joyce Rowe, Jeff Gallagher, Carol Hazekamp,
Cathy Kenny, John Dold, Flossie Wiggin, Pat Sapienza. Missing: Peter Wiggin)
Each year the Board of Selectmen dedicates the Town Report to an outstanding individual, 
couple, or group who has dedicated their time and energy to making Stratham a better place for 
all of us.  It is usually a difficult choice because there are so many who devote endless hours to 
our community.  This year was a little easier than most; we just have to think back on the recent 
300th Anniversary Parade to select this year’s recipient! We are pleased to dedicate our 300th
Town Report to the members of the 300th Anniversary Committee!
When you created the Committee by vote at the 2010 Town Meeting, 2016 seemed very far 
away. Yet those on the Committee will tell you, it was none too soon. These years were full and 
well spent preparing, planning, organizing, fund raising, and more. The result was not just a good 
time by all who participated, but a tribute to the work ethic and creativity of our Town. These 
folks helped show us, and reinforce our belief in, the fact that we live in a very special town, a 
very special place.
Chaired by John Dold, the Committee included Joyce Rowe, Flossie Wiggin, Pat Sapienza, Liz 
Chisholm, Cathy Kenny, Carol Hazekamp, Susan Canada, Jeff Gallagher and Peter Wiggin.
They were not the only people responsible for the success of the several programs they 
sponsored. Extraordinary effort was made by Highway Agent Colin Laverty and his crew who 
made sure Town Center looked perfect for the signature event, the September parade. Chief John 
Scippa and all the officers at the Police Department ensured that traffic flowed well that day as 
well. Thanks to the Scouts and sports teams who marched in that parade along with all the 
students and staff of the Memorial School family, the Garden Club members who take care of 
our Veterans’ Garden, Town Committee members, founding families, politicians, bands, civic 
groups, and many others. The parade was an iconic, small town event that matched the spirit of 
our community. Besides the efforts of many in the parade, volunteers too numerous to list helped 
with every event along the way.
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Other events sponsored and promoted by the Committee include a very successful auction, an 
update of the History of Stratham, logo and Town motto contests, a Navy Pops Orchestra 
concert, memorabilia sales, an original play “Inspired By the Past”, fireworks at Family Fun 
Day, and, rivaling the parade for top billing, the 300th Anniversary Dinner/Dance. Every one of 
these events were thoughtfully arranged and performed. Every one of these events was
thoroughly enjoyed by all who participated.
Small town America is alive and thriving. We are proud to be part of that tradition. The 300th
Anniversary Committee is a stellar example of the volunteerism that helps define the beauty and 
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David Canada, Chair term expires 2017
Bruno Federico term expires 2018
Joseph Lovejoy term expires 2019
MODERATOR
David Emanuel term expires 2018
Tracey McGrail (appointed assistant) term expires 2018
TOWN CLERK/TAX COLLECTOR
Joyce Charbonneau term expires 2017
Catherine Kenny, Deputy (appointed) – Jan. to Nov.
Deborah Bakie, Deputy (appointed) Nov. to Dec.
Lucy Hopping, Office Assistant – Jan to April
Melanie McGrail, Office Assistant – May to Dec.
SUPERVISORS OF THE CHECKLIST
Caren Gallagher term expires 2020
Melanie McGrail term expires 2022
Natalie Perry term expires 2018
TRUSTEES OF THE TRUST FUNDS
Diane Morgera, Chair term expires 2018
Mikki Deschaine term expires 2017
Vacant term expires 2019
LIBRARY TRUSTEES
Connie Aubin-Adams term expires 2018
Lee Beauregard term expires 2018
Steve Simons term expires 2019
Penny O’Sullivan term expires 2019
Terry Reardon-Pollini term expires 2017
Lesley Kimball, Director (appointed)
CEMETERY TRUSTEES
June Sawyer term expires 2019
Colin Laverty term expires 2017






Valerie Kemp, Accounting Supervisor
Karen Richard, Executive Assistant/Welfare Administrator
Paul Wolf, IT Administrator
CODE ENFORCEMENT/BUILDING INSPECTOR
Mark Morong
Tracey Cutler, Land Use Assistant II
Denise Lemire, Land Use Assistant I
TOWN ASSESSOR
Andrea S. Lewy
James Joseph, Assessing Assistant
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
Colin Laverty, Highway Agent Timothy Slager
Alan Williams, Foreman Charles Perkins
Gordon Chisholm, Maintenance Supervisor
Doreen Coughlin, Asst. Custodian
FIRE DEPARTMENT
Chief Rob Cook – Jan - Sept Captain Bryan Crosby
Asst. Chief Matt Larrabee – Jan – Sept Captain Tim Slager
Chief Matt Larrabee – Sept – Dec Lt. John Dardani
Asst. Chief James Devonshire Lt. Jeff Denton
Deputy Chief Josh Crow Lt. Rob Izzo
Lt. Chris Carbonneau
EMS – Captain Tim Brothers
EMS – Lt. Caren Gallagher
EMS – Lt. Peggy Crosby
OFFICE OF EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
David Barr, Director 
Katherine Flagg, Deputy Director
Timothy Copeland, Deputy Director
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POLICE DEPARTMENT
Chief John V. Scippa On Call Officers:
Det. Sgt. David Pierce Off. Michael Oliveira Kevin O’Neil
Sgt. James “Chris” Call Off. Grant Fotheringham  Steven Janvrin
Sgt. John Emerson Off. Amanda Bibeau   Support Staff:
Off. Charles Law Off. Michael Doucette Stacey Grella, Admin. Asst.
Off. Brian Holbrook Off. Corey Wynn        William Hart, Prosecutor   
HEALTH OFFICER
David London term expires 2019
Mark Morong, Deputy term expires 2019
PLANNING BOARD
Michael Houghton, Chair term expires 2017
Robert Baskerville, Vice Chair term expires 2017
Jameson Paine term expires 2018
Tom House term expires 2019
Bruno Federico, Selectman – Jan – Mar
David Canada, Selectman – Mar - Dec
Nancy Ober, Alternate term expires 2018
BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
Arol Charbonneau, Chair term expires 2018
Christopher Brett term expires 2018
Garrett Dolan term expires 2019
Chris Caverreta term expires 2017
Bruno Federico term expires 2018
Diedre Lawrence, Alternate term expires 2017
Phil Caparso, Alternate term expires 2017
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
Allison Knab, Chair term expires 2019
William McCarthy, Vice Chair term expires 2018
Donna Jensen, Secretary term expires 2019
Patricia Elwell term expires 2017
Robert Keating term expires 2017
Dan McAuliffe term expires 2017
Joseph Lovejoy, Selectman
Brad Jones, Alternate term expires 2019
William Kenny, Alternate term expires 2018
Tim Copeland, Alternate term expires 2019
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RECREATION COMMISSION
April Mason term expires 2018
Tracy-Lynn Abbott, Chair & Secretary term expires 2017
Frank LaSorsa term expires 2017
Pam Dziama, Treasurer term expires 2019
Chris Cavaretta term expires 2018
Jeff Simeone, Alternate term expires 2019
Joseph Lovejoy, Selectman
BUDGET ADVISORY COMMITTEE 
Garrett Dolan June Sawyer
Tracey McGrail Bruce Scamman
Lee Paladino
HERITAGE COMMISSION
Rebecca Mitchell, Chair term expires 2019
Nathan Merrill term expires 2017
Wallace Stuart term expires 2018
David Canada, Selectman
Tammy Hathaway, Alternate term expires 2018
Flossie Wiggin, Alternate term expires 2019
Terry Barnes, Alternate term expires 2017
PUBLIC WORKS COMMISSION
John Boisvert, Chair term expires 2019
William Schoppmeyer term expires 2018
Michael Girard term expires 2017
Joseph Lovejoy, Selectman
Jim Cushman term expires 2018
Lissa Ham, Alternate term expires 2019
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
Suspended activities during 2016
ENERGY COMMISSION
Michael Welty, Chair term expires 2018
Matt O’Keefe term expires 2017
Michael Gorman term expires 2019
Mike Ream term expires 2017




John Cushing Matt Bartel
Caren Gallagher Tim Slager
300th ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION COMMITTEE
John Dold, Chair term expires 2016
Peter Wiggin term expires 2016
Florence Wiggin term expires 2016
Joyce Rowe term expires 2016
Liz Chisholm term expires 2016
Susan Canada, Alternate, Secretary term expires 2016
Pat Sapienza, Alternate term expires 2016
Cathy Kenny, Alternate term expires 2016
Jeff Gallagher, Alternate term expires 2016
Carol Hazekamp, Alternate term expires 2016
TOWN CENTER REVITALIZATION COMMITTEE
Suspended activities during 2016
TECHNICAL REVIEW COMMITTEE
Tom House term expires 2018
Jeff Hyland term expires 2019
Lucy Cushman term expires 2018
Joe Johnson term expires 2017
Nate Merrill, Alternate term expires 2017











The Board of Selectmen is pleased to recap the major events of 2016 in the Town for you. More 
detailed reports from each department and committee follow so we encourage you to read them 
all for a thorough account of the year. Our proposed budgets are also published here and we hope 
you will read both the operating and capital improvement budgets and then formulate questions. 
Our contact information, along with a host of other information, is available on our 
website: www.strathamnh.gov. and we would like to hear your thoughts. You are also welcome 
to come to any Board meeting and ask questions. We meet every Monday at 7:30 except for 
holidays when the Town offices are closed.
The most exciting events in Stratham in 2016 were undoubtedly the celebrations of our 300th
year as a town. We were most fortunate to have a hard working group develop and implement 
commemorative festivities. April saw the production of an original play depicting our history and 
starred Town residents. It was entitled “Inspired By The Past” and had two very well attended 
performances (reprised in July at the Stratham Fair). The quality of the performance showed the 
level of hard work and dedication that went into the show.
Next up was THE social event in Stratham for many years, June’s 300th Anniversary 
Dinner/Dance. Our longer tenured residents say the only possible comparison in terms of Town 
excitement and fun in their memory was the 250th dinner held 50 years ago.
It was all wrapped up with September’s parade. A mix of civic organizations, bands, politicians, 
school members, Scouts, and many other groups all participated, making the throngs lining 
Portsmouth Avenue appreciate how wonderful a small town can be to call home.
We started the year with new people in two very important positions, Planner and Building 
Inspector/Code Enforcement. Although our new Planner, Tavis Austin, is new to us, he has been 
in the Planning field for many years. His last position was in Cooperstown, NY. Tavis jumped 
right in and quickly became conversant with our local ordinances as well as applicable state 
laws.
Mark Morong, who started his position on the same day as Tavis, January 4, comes from the 
inspection department in Durham. Mark came with a wide body of knowledge of pertinent codes 
and statutes. Both men have been well received by all who have had an opportunity to meet 
them.
There were 4 elections during the year. Although we thought we had adequately prepared, the 
Presidential Preference Primary left our facilities a little overwhelmed. We apologize for the 
inconvenience many experienced. The local election in March and the State primary in 
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September went off without a hitch. We approached the hotly contested general election in 
November with trepidation, yet with a determination to greatly improve the voting experience, 
even with a record turnout predicted. The feedback we received and our own observations tell us 
we largely succeeded with voters having very little wait time to vote.
We were disappointed at the March Town Meeting that the plan for water in the commercial
district was received so poorly. We attribute this, based on comments received that night and 
subsequently, as being largely due to our failure to fully explain why this is good for Stratham. 
Without water and sewer for businesses, we simply will not be able to significantly expand our 
commercial base without expanding the size of the district. It may well be that the Town does not 
want to expand this base, and that’s fine. However, we feel that we owe it to you to do a better 
job of explaining why we believe some expansion is beneficial and worthy of your support. To 
this end, we have appointed a committee of residents to explore more options, gauge resident 
sentiments, and work at getting the information gleaned out to you for your consideration. This 
committee is a diverse group of open minded citizens comprised of known supporters of 
increased infrastructure, people who have stated opposition to the proposal presented last year, as 
well as some who just want to learn more about it. Their charge is to report to the 2018 Town 
Meeting, essentially with a proposal for your consideration or an explanation why enhanced 
infrastructure is not for Stratham at this time.
After much preparation, work improving the looks and traffic flow of our Town Center area took 
place this past summer. As you likely know, we saved for our share of the cost, 20%, through our 
Capital Improvement Plan. The remaining 80% was paid for through a State DOT program 
funded by the Federal Government. This was a good way to dress up our village area with street 
lighting, sidewalks, redesigned traffic, and other accouterments. Sidewalks are expensive. We 
were happy to get a start on what will ultimately be a sidewalk system from this area to, and 
through, the Gateway Commercial area. By building in increments when we are able to get 
grants to help with the work, and asking businesses to build segments when rebuilding their 
property, we hope to ultimately build a complete system without a major project requiring 
bonding. That will take time but, as we enter our three hundred and first year, we expect to be 
here as a town for a long time.
We continue to look for a partner to help refurbish the Bartlett-Cushman House. The potential is 
great but the demand has not been sufficient to attract much interest. Meanwhile, we have 
secured the envelope of the building, including fresh paint, so it is weather tight and attractive. 
While the purchase of the property was a strategic one to gain the 2.2 acres adjacent to the 
Municipal Center for future Town use, saving one of the few 19th century homes left on 
Portsmouth Avenue south of the Circle is an added bonus that will help preserve our heritage and 
the rural feel of our Town.
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Finally, we want to bring to your attention that the Town’s portion of the tax rate was down 2¢ 
over the 2015 rate. We strive to spend your money wisely while at the same time supplying the 
services you collectively have indicated you want. If you have suggestions on how we can better 
serve the needs of the Town, please write us at selectmen@StrathamNH.gov. It is through your 
feedback that we can be responsive to your needs.
We hope to see you at Town Meeting on March 17. We also wish you a happy and prosperous 
2017!





The ballot clerks and election workers were sworn in at 7:45 am and 1:45 pm.  Present were 
Moderator Dave Emanuel, Deputy Moderator Tracey McGrail, Town Clerk/Tax Collector Joyce 
Charbonneau, Deputy Town Clerk/Deputy Tax Collector Cathy Kenny, Selectmen David 
Canada, Tim Copeland, and Bruno Federico, Supervisors of the Checklist Caren Gallagher, 
Natalie Perry, and Melanie McGrail.
Ballot clerks for the day were Dianna and Roger Thompson, Patricia Prior, Victor Collinino, 
Deborah Hodgdon, Dick Alsterberg, Susan Canada, Liz Chisholm, Susan Brett, Nancy Hunter, 
Andra Copeland, Anna Greenlaw, and Nancy Keane.
It was a quiet day with 937 votes cast at the Town Election, with 18 of those being absentee 
ballots.  There were 8 new voters registered on Election Day, making the total number of voters 
on the checklist 6048.  There was a 15% voter turnout for this election.  
Exeter Region Cooperative School District Ballot results for Stratham only are as follows:  
(*Denotes the Winner)
Cooperative School Board:  For Exeter for three years, vote for one:  Kimberly Meyer 612*.  For 
Brentwood for three years, vote for one:  Melissa A. Litchfield 602*.  For Kensington for three 
years, vote for one:  James B. Webber 596*.For Stratham for three years, vote for one:  Travis 
Thompson 772*.  For Cooperative School District Moderator for one year, vote for one:  
Katherine B. Miller 639*.  Cooperative School District Budget Committee:  For Exeter for three 
years, vote for one: (There was no candidate on this ballot, winner will be determined by the six 
Cooperative towns via write-in votes.)  For Newfields for three years, vote for one:  (There was 
no candidate on this ballot, winner will be determined by the six Cooperative towns via write-in 
votes.)  For Stratham for three years, vote for one:  Lucy H. Cushman 749*.  
Article 1:  ERCSD Operating Budget:
Yes:  616* No:  230
Article 2:  Synthetic Turf Replacement Capital Reserve Fund:
Yes:  537* No:  308
Article 3:  CMS Expansion and Renovation:
Yes:  462*   No:  395
Article 4:  Citizens Petition for a vote of confidence for Superintendent Michael
Morgan.  
Yes:  491*   No:  261
Stratham Memorial School District Ballot results as follows:
(*Denotes the Winner)
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School Board Member for three years, vote for one:  write in candidate Cheryl Eveleigh 66*.
School District Moderator for three years, vote for one:  David F. Emanuel 845*.  School District 
Treasurer for three years, vote for one:  write in candidate Patty Lovejoy 22*.
Annual Town of Stratham Ballot results as follows:
(*Denotes the Winner)
Article 1:
Selectman for three years, vote for one:  Joe Lovejoy:  393*.  Terry Barnes:  345.  Bob E. 
Jackson:  23.  Colleen Lake:  129.  Cemetery Trustee for three years, vote for one:  June Sawyer:  
801*.  Trustee of the Trust Funds, vote for one:  Bill Thompson: 45*, (write in vote).  Library 
Trustee for three years, vote for two:  Stephen Simons:  576*.  Penelope B. O’Sullivan:  667*.
Supervisors of the Checklist for six years, vote for one: Melanie McGrail: 787*.  Supervisors of 
the Checklist for two years, vote for one:  Natalie S. Perry:  776*.  Town Moderator for two 
years, vote for one:  David F. Emanuel:  827*.
Article 2:  Are you in favor of adopting the following amendment to the Town of Stratham 
Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the Planning Board?
To amend the Zoning Ordinance, Section 2.1, Subsection 2.1.6 Agriculture Farm, Farming, by 
replacing the definition of Agriculture with the state statute definition (NHRSA 21:34-a), by 
adding a definition of Agritourism by making related changes to the Ordinance to incorporate 
each respectively; and to further amend Section 16.2 Subsection 16.2.1 Permit Required by 
exempting agricultural buildings; and amend Section 7 Subsection 7.5q Exempt Signs by 
exempting agricultural signs.
The Planning Board recommends this article by unanimous vote.
Yes:  732* No: 153
Article 3:  Are you in favor of adopting the following amendment to the Town of Stratham 
Zoning Ordinance as proposed by Citizens’ Petition?
“To amend the Stratham Zoning Ordinance by changing the zoning of the properties identified as 
Tax Map 13, Lot 2, Tax Map 13 Lot 3, and portions of the properties identified as Tax Map 13,
Lot 4, Tax Map 13 Lot 8 and Tax Map 13 Lot 9 to the Residential/Agricultural zoning district 
from the Gateway Commercial Business District Outer Zone zoning district.”
Yes:  753*   No:  145
The remaining Town of Stratham articles will be voted on March 11, 2016 at the Stratham 
Memorial School at 7:00 pm.
Town Moderator Dave Emanuel declared the meeting come to order at 7:10 pm.  Four members 
of the Stratham Cub Scouts led the Pledge of Allegiance.  Mr. Emanuel then called for a moment 
of silence for all those serving in the Armed Forces, and for those who could not be there tonight.  
Mr. Emanuel then went on to introduce himself and everyone on the stage: The Board of 
Selectmen, (B.O.S.):  David Canada, Bruno Federico, and outgoing Selectman Tim Copeland, 
and incoming Selectman Joe Lovejoy.  Town Administrator Paul Deschaine, Town Clerk/Tax 
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Collector Joyce Charbonneau and Deputy Town Clerk/Deputy Tax Collector Cathy Kenny were 
also introduced as well as the Supervisors of the Checklist Caren Gallagher, Mel McGrail, and 
Natalie Perry.   Tracey McGrail was introduced as the Assistant Moderator.   Mr. Emanuel then 
had Tracey read the dedication of the Town Report.  This year’s dedication was to the Town and 
its residents in honor of Stratham’s 300th Anniversary.  Dave Emanuel then read the results of 
the ballot voting on Tuesday, March 8, 2016.  He announced there were no requests for recounts.  
Mr. Emanuel then explained the Rules of Procedure for Town Meeting.
The Following articles were discussed and voted on:
Article 4:  Bonding Authority for Waterline Installation
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Six Million Dollars 
($6,000,000.00) for the acquisition of land and/or easements by the Town, and for the design, 
permitting, and other related costs to install a public water system within the existing Utility 
District created during the March 2014 Town Meeting starting at an existing water main at the 
Exeter and Stratham town line to include but not necessarily limited to a meter house and booster 
pump station.  The Town further authorizes the Selectmen to act on behalf of the Town in 
connection with such acquisitions and construction activities, and to further authorize the 
issuance of not more than Six Million Dollars ($6,000,000.00) of bonds and/or notes in 
accordance with the provisions of the Municipal Finance Act (NH RSA 33) and to authorize the 
Selectmen to issue and negotiate such bonds and/or notes and to determine the rates of interest 
thereon and the maturity and other terms thereof.
A ballot vote with a two thirds (2/3) majority in favor is required for passage.  Polls must 
be open for a minimum of one (1) hour.
The Board of Selectmen recommends this Article by unanimous vote.
Selectman David Canada moved to accept this article as read.  Selectman Bruno Federico 
seconded the motion.  Selectman David Canada asked Moderator Dave Emanuel if John 
Boisvert, who is the Public Works Commission Chair and Chief Engineer of Pennichuck Water 
Works to speak to this Article and explain what we are trying to do.  John Boisvert, 16 
Dumbarton Oaks, went through the history of how this Article came to be.  He also went over the 
recent agreement that Stratham signed with Exeter, which allows us to use Exeter’s water 
system.  John also went over the tax base, and how this Article, if passed, would result in a
broader tax base and increase revenues for the Town.  He then turned it over to Selectman David 
Canada to answer questions from the audience. Selectman David Canada then gave a brief 
summary of what this Article means to the Town and to the taxpayers. He went over the numbers 
for the costs of implementing this and explained how this would affect the tax rate, and what it 
would mean to each taxpayer the first year.  Selectman Canada stated the first year would add 
$.40 to the tax rate, or $139.00 to the median residential tax payer.  Selectman Canada also went 
over the costs for the following year, when they hope to add sewer to the same commercial area.  
He explained this would add six to eight million dollars the second year. He went on to explain 
that a second bond would add another $.53 to the tax rate, and cost the median taxpayer $184.00 
in its second year. He further explained if this project were to see its entire completion, the cost 
would be approximately twenty two million dollars for water and sewer to go up to Winnicut Rd.  
Selectman Canada explained this would not be paid with present dollars or by our present 
income structure.  He further explained that a “rate paying customer base” would be established.   
Selectman Canada concluded with asking the voters for their support on this article, and stated he 
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would be happy to answer any questions from the voters. The following residents spoke against 
the article:  Marty Wool, Pat Abrami, Ray Thompson, Everett Lamm, George Rubin, Norton 
Newborn, Mark Whiting, Steve Robison, Lester Cuff, George Doran, Kate Faust, Esteban 
Rubens, Gordon Bailey, and Nancy Hunter.  Some of the concerns that were cited from the 
residents regarding this article were: lack of information to the public, the cost, construction, and 
maintenance to the roads, future impact on fire services, no businesses have committed to this to 
date, lack of information on long term costs and long term strategic planning, concerns with 
entering into a partnership/contract with Exeter, congested downtown, increase of taxes, and 
suffering through the construction phase.  Residents Bruce Scamman and Lucy Cushman spoke 
for the article.  Bruce stated this has been talked about for the last five years, and will attract a 
larger variety of businesses coming in.  Lucy stated that the development would be contained to 
the side roads of Portsmouth Ave., and that it will generate tax dollars so we won’t have to be 
paying for services ten to fifteen years from now.  She also stated that the costs are only going to 
go up in the future, and we need to start now.  Lucy urged the voters to be progressive, think 
ahead, and to vote yes on this Article. Seeing no further questions from the floor, Moderator 
Dave Emanuel read the question, explained that this was a ballot vote, and directed the residents 
to where the voting would take place.  He then gave directions on the voting process for the 
written ballot.  He further explained that the polls would be open for one hour, and stated that 
“the polls are now open.”  Once the polls were closed and the votes were counted, it was 
announced by Mr. Emanuel that Article 4 was defeated.  The results were 66 Yes, and 289 No.  
Everett Lamm, Autumn Lane, made a motion to restrict reconsideration on Article 4. The 
motion was seconded by Marty Wool. The motion passed, and reconsideration was restricted on 
Article 4.
Article 5:  2016 Operating Budget
To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the sum of Six Million One Hundred Sixty Seven 
Thousand Five Hundred One Dollars and no cents ($6,167,501.00) to defray general town 
charges for the ensuing year.  This article does not include appropriations contained in special or 
individual articles addressed separately.  The Board of Selectmen recommends this Article by 
unanimous vote.  Selectman David Canada moved to accept this article as read.  Selectman Tim 
Copeland seconded the motion.  Selectman David Canada spoke to the motion.  Mr. Canada first 
thanked the Budget Committee for their help with the budget.  Mr. Canada went on to explain 
that every $100,000.00 approved tonight will add 8.0 cents to the tax rate which would add 
$27.86 to the average residential tax bill.  Mr. Canada went over the significant increases in the 
operating budget.  Elections: there are four elections in 2016 versus just the one in 2015, 
General Government buildings: due to upgrades needed to Town owned properties.  Mr. Canada 
also stated Emergency Management, Sanitation, Stratham Hill Park, and the Library also have 
slight increases.  He further stated that Police, Fire, and Highway are down due to lower fuel 
costs.  Mr. Canada explained that Payroll was also up, due to a .8% cola and some merit 
increases where they felt it was appropriate, and also paid staffing for the Fire Department and 
increasing the staff by one for the Police.  Mr. Canada explained that we receive substantial non-
property tax revenue.  He stated that they estimated 2.5 million in incoming revenue for this 
year.   Mr. Canada concluded with the observation that while the net operating budget is up, the 
total requests are slightly down, and the BOS will continue to strive to be as conservative as 
possible. Mr. Emanuel then asked for questions or comments from the floor.  Marty Wool, 
Winnicutt Rd. asked about the work that was needed on the Cushman House.  Mr. Canada 
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explained that it needed a new roof last year, and this year the siding needs to be tightened, and 
the house needs to be painted. He explained that we need to maintain this property as it is listed 
on the National Register of Historic Places, and it is an important part of the history of Stratham.  
Pat Abrami, Tall Pines Dr. stated that any budget that results in the tax rate going down is a good 
budget, and he supports this article.  Mr. Abrami then called the question.  Seeing no further 
questions or comments from the floor, Mr. Emanuel read the question, the vote was taken in the 
affirmative, and Article 5 passed. 
Article 6: Capital Improvements Program
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One Million Three Hundred 
Fifty Two Thousand Six Hundred Dollars and no cents ($1,352,600.00) to implement the Capital 
Improvements Program for 2016 as presented in the Town Report and approved by the Planning 
Board.  This is a special warrant article which will be non-lapsing until the specific items are 
completed or obtained but shall in no case be later than five (5) years from this appropriation per 
NH RSA 32:7 (VI). The Board of Selectmen recommends this Article by unanimous vote.
Selectman Bruno Federico moved to accept this article as read.  Selectman David Canada 
seconded the motion.  Selectman Bruno Federico spoke to the motion. Selectman Federico went 
over the new items in the 2016 CIP.   Under “General Government”, these items included the 
cost for replacing the Municipal Center HVAC system, the Municipal Center Electric Wall 
Divider, and the Municipal Center Generator Auto Transfer Switch. Selectman Federico 
continued with new items under “Protection of Persons/Property” which included the Fire 
Department Computer Replacement Program.   He also made mention under “Cultural and 
Recreational Activities”, the Library Reading Garden Updates, and the Replacement of the 
Irrigation Shed at Stevens Park.  Selectman Federico stated that concluded the new items in the 
CIP and welcomed any questions.  Nancy Hunter, Brown Ave., asked about the line item for 
$25,000.00 regarding the Master Plan Update Reserve, and the line item for $125,000.00 for the 
Water, Sewer, and Stormwater Infrastructure, Planning and Study.  Selectman Federico 
responded that the Master Plan needs to be updated and completed, and we have tried to do this 
in-house for the last five years, and the various departments and committees were not able to 
complete their portions due to time constraints.  Selectman Federico explained that they got 
several estimates ranging from $80,000.00 to $180,000.00.  He stated that they are hoping the
cost will be around $100,000.00 to complete the Master Plan. He explained that this is a 
necessary document if the Town wants to continue to be have smart growth. Regarding the 
Water/Sewer question, Selectman Federico explained that Stratham is a MS4 Town, and 
therefore the EPA mandates us to document all drainage and where it goes, so we have to spend 
the money on these type of studies. Seeing no further questions from the floor, Moderator 
Emanuel read the question, the vote was taken in the affirmative, and Article 6 passed.
Article 7:  Heritage Preservation Fund
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Two Hundred Fifty Thousand 
dollars and no cents ($250,000.00) to be deposited in the “Heritage Preservation Fund” as 
created by the March 11, 2011 Town Meeting.  The Board of Selectmen recommends this 
Article by unanimous vote.  Selectman David Canada moved to accept this article as read.  
Selectman Bruno Federico seconded the motion.  Selectman Canada explained the intent of this 
article is to purchase a preservation easement for the Lane property.  Mr. Canada explained that 
this came about after a proposal in 2015 to intensely redevelop the property at the traffic circle 
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known as the Lane Homestead.  After the proposal by the buyer was rejected by the Planning 
Board, the Heritage Commission asked the Board of Selectmen to support the purchase of a 
preservation easement on this historically significant property to ensure that something like this 
does not happen again.  Mr. Canada explained that the easement came in at $200,000.00 and that 
is what is being requested tonight, plus the estimated costs of putting this easement into the 
stewardship of the NH Preservation Alliance. Mr. Canada then asked the Moderator if he could 
yield the floor to Rebecca Mitchell, Chair of the Heritage Commission.  Rebecca Mitchell, 
Portsmouth Ave., began by explaining why the Lane Homestead is so special.  She stated that it 
is a Stratham Landmark.  Rebecca also gave some history on this property.  She explained 
Samuel Lane purchased four acres back in 1741.  She stated he kept extensive and detailed 
diaries from the age of twenty-one until his death at age eighty seven.  These diaries, which 
included copious lists and detailed business receipts form an archive that is unequal in all of New 
England.   This archive is now located in the collections of the NH Historical Society in 
Concord.  She also stated that in 1983, the Lane Homestead was placed in the National Register 
of Historical Places.  However, Rebecca explained this still does not offer the Lane Homestead 
any level of enduring protection of changing its landscape.   She further explained that last year, 
a prospective buyer submitted a building proposal that would include the demolition of three of 
its buildings as well as damaging alterations to the main house and stripping much of the 
landscape.  She stated that this proposal was opposed vehemently by the Heritage Commission, 
and they realized, along with the Planning Office and the Board of Selectmen, that it was 
important to make sure that the people of Stratham understood the historical importance of the 
Lane Homestead, as well as understanding the needs of the property owners.  They came to the 
conclusion that a preservation easement would answer both the current owners wish to sell, and 
the Town’s interest in protecting the historic value of the property.  Rebecca stated that the 
Selectmen agreed to ask the Town for the preservation easement as they saw the need to protect 
any future attempts from prospective buyers to change this historic landmark.  She also stated 
that the Preservation Allegiance agreed to be the easement holder. She also stated that in 
October, the Preservation Alliance named the Lane Homestead to its 2015 “7 to Save” list of 
highly significant properties facing major risk of loss.  She further explained that the Heritage 
Commission, on behalf of the Town, and with the Neily’s consent, applied for a grant to partially 
fund the easement from the Land and Community Heritage Investment Program, (LCHIP). She 
stated that in early December, LCHIP awarded the Town a grant of $100,000.00.  Rebecca also 
explained that a preservation easement will keep this property in private hands.  She also 
explained that a preservation easement is subjected to the same State and Federal Laws that a 
conservation easement is subjected to. She further stated that this still allows the homeowner to 
retain all the residual rights of ownership except the right to substantially alter, or fail to maintain 
the historic character of the property.  Rebecca asked for the support of the voters to put 
$250,000.00 in the Heritage Preservation Fund to support this preservation easement.  She 
explained $50,000.00 will go towards covering the cost of developing the easement. She stated
that it is true to the vision of Stratham’s Master Plan, and it is also a vision of a Town with well 
protected historical resources. She further stated that this will be protecting our history, and that 
preserving the Lane Homestead ensures the enjoyment and education of all future generations.
Moderator Emanuel then asked if there were any questions.  Anita Demopoulos, 2 Morning Star 
Dr. asked if this easement would decrease the value of the property.  Selectman Canada 
responded, that generally speaking, an easement would drop the value of the property.  He 
further stated, that in this specific case, the property is currently under-valued, so we may not see 
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any difference in the taxes.  Seeing no further questions or comments from the floor, Moderator 
Emanuel read the question, the vote was taken in the affirmative, and Article 7 passed.  Joanne 
Ward, Wedgewood Dr., asked for a round of applause for Rebecca Mitchell, who has worked so 
hard to bring this to Stratham.  Selectman David Canada made a motion to restrict 
reconsideration on Article 7.  Selectman Tim Copeland seconded the motion.  The motion 
passed, and reconsideration was restricted on Article 7.
Articl8 8:  Funding for the 300th Anniversary Celebration
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $11,772.00 for the purpose of defraying the 
costs associated with the observance of the Town’s 300th Anniversary in 2016, with said funds to 
come from unassigned fund balance.  This is a special warrant article which will be non-lapsing
until the purpose has been fulfilled or 12/31/21, whichever is sooner.  The Board of Selectmen 
recommends this Article by unanimous vote.  Selectman David Canada moved to accept this 
article as read.  Selectman Tim Copeland seconded the motion.  Selectman Canada spoke to the 
motion.  He explained that at the 2012 Town Meeting, an appropriation of $55,000.00 was 
approved to hire an author to write a current history of Stratham; 1900 to present.  He explained 
that this project was completed in 2014, and that $11,773.00 remains unspent.  Selectman 
Canada further explained that the 300th Anniversary Committee would like to use that money to 
help defray costs associated for the three events planned this year.  These events are the Stratham 
Play, the Dinner Dance, and the Parade.  He further stated that the reason this is structured as an 
appropriation is to comply with the State rules.  Selectman Canada also stated that we would be 
voting in new funds, with the old funds being returned unspent to offset.  Seeing no further 
questions or comments from the floor, Moderator Emanuel read the question, the vote was taken 
in the affirmative, and Article 8 passed.
Article 9:  Town Buildings and Grounds Maintenance Expendable Trust Fund
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Twenty-Five Thousand Dollars 
and no cents ($25,000.00) to be deposited into the “Town Buildings and Grounds Maintenance 
Expendable Trust Fund” as created by the March 16, 2012 Town Meeting.  The Board of 
Selectmen recommends this Article by unanimous vote.  Selectman Tim Copeland moved to 
accept this article as read.  Selectman Bruno Federico seconded the motion.  Selectman Copeland 
spoke to the motion.  He explained that this fund is for any future repairs that may be needed, 
and that the BOS try to maintain a lean operating budget.  Marty Wool, Winnicutt Rd. asked 
what is currently in this fund.  Town Administrator Paul Deschaine stated there was $80,600.00 
currently in this fund.  Mr. Wool then asked why we weren’t using this money to replace the 
HVAC at the Municipal Center.  Mr. Deschaine explained that this fund is used for 
unforeseeable and unexpected emergencies, and not for regularly scheduled repairs or 
maintenance.  Seeing no further questions or comments from the floor, Moderator Emanuel read 
the question, the vote was taken in the affirmative, and Article 9 passed.
Article 10:  EMS FUND APPROPRIATION
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Fifty Thousand Dollars and no 
cents ($50,000.00) for the following purposes:
2016 EMS/EMT/ First Responder Training $10,000.00
2016 ALS Services Contract $10,000.00
20
2016 Ambulance Repairs and Upgrades $30,000.00
and to further authorize the withdrawal of Fifty Thousand Dollars and no cents ($50,000.00) 
from the Stratham Fire Department EMS Special Revenue Fund created for these purposes 
during the March 17, 2000 Annual Town Meeting and as amended during the March 11, 2005
Town Meeting.  No additional funds from general taxation are to be used.  The Board of 
Selectmen recommends this Article by unanimous vote.  Selectman Tim Copeland moved to 
accept this article as read.  Selectman Bruno Federico seconded the motion.  Selectman Copeland 
spoke to the motion.  Selectman Copeland explained that the first item regarding EMT responder 
training was for a course that is offered every October for continuing education for our medical 
personnel.  He explained that the second item regarding the service contract pertains to the 
advanced life support system’s contract with Exeter Hospital.  Mr. Copeland also explained that 
the last item regarding ambulance repairs pertains to one of the ambulances that needs some 
upgrades and electrical repairs. He explained that Stratham currently has two ambulances. 
Selectman Copeland also explained that the Fire Department requested a new ambulance at a 
cost of about $175,000.00 but the Board felt the current ambulance, being only twelve years old 
with about forty-five thousand miles on it, still had some years left on it.  Marty Wool, Winnicutt 
Rd. asked why we didn’t honor the Fire Department’s request for a new ambulance.   Selectman 
Copeland explained they did not see the need to spend the money for a new ambulance at this 
time as the current ambulance has nothing seriously wrong with it.  Seeing no further questions 
or comments from the floor, Moderator Emanuel read the question, the vote was taken in the 
affirmative, and Article 10 passed.
Article 11:  Accrued Benefits Liability Expendable Trust Fund
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Ten Thousand Dollars and no 
cents ($10,000.00) to be deposited into the “Accrued Benefits Liability Expendable Trust Fund” 
as created by the March 16, 2007 Town Meeting, to meet the currently unfunded obligations of 
the Town.  The Board of Selectmen recommends this Article by unanimous vote.  Selectman 
Bruno Federico moved to accept this article as read.  Selectman Tim Copeland seconded the 
motion.  Selectman Federico spoke to the motion.  He stated that this fund is used to pay 
employees who may be retiring or leaving the employment of the Town.  He stated that there 
really isn’t any way to budget for this, but we have to have the funds available for the 
employee’s unused vacation/sick time, and any other retirement associated costs that the 
employee is owed.  Gordon Bailey, Holmgren Rd. asked why there is so much carryover on 
employees’ vacation time.  He stated that most private sectors have the policy of “use it, or lose 
it”.  Town Administrator Paul Deschaine responded that the Board of Selectmen 
are very sensitive to this issue, and that a number of adjustments have been made over the years 
to limit the carryover. He explained that one of the changes that was made was an employee can 
now only carry over eighty hours each year.  Jeff Wilson, Willowbrook Ave., asked if we don’t 
fund this article, would it affect our audit reports which would result in a negative result in the 
bond market, causing us to pay a higher interest rate for any borrowing we may pursue.  Mr. 
Deschaine responded that this was certainly a possibility. Seeing no further questions or 
comments from the floor, Moderator Emanuel read the question, the vote was taken in the 
affirmative, and Article 11 passed.
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Article 12:  Ratification of the Length of Terms for the Verizon Wireless Lease of Town 
Property
To see if the Town will vote to ratify the Lease Agreement between the Town of Stratham and 
Cellco Partnership d/b/a/ Verizon Wireless dated July 13, 2015.  The initial term of the 
Agreement is for five (5) years with extensions of four (4) additional five (5) year terms for a 
total of twenty five (25) years in duration.  The Board of Selectmen recommends this Article 
by unanimous vote.  Selectman David Canada moved to accept this article as read.  Selectman 
Tim Copeland seconded the motion.  Selectman Canada spoke to the motion. Selectman Canada 
explained the two motivating factors in presenting this article tonight.  He stated the first reason 
is a matter of safety.  He explained if you have an emergency, communication, and the ability to 
be able to use your cell phone, is paramount.  Mr. Canada explained that the elevation for where 
the tower would go is one of the highest in town, allowing for a relatively short ninety foot 
tower.  He also stated that there is space on the tower reserved for municipal use should we 
choose to use it.  Mr. Canada explained that the second factor involves increase revenue to the 
Town.  He stated that Verizon will initially pay the Town $30,000.00 a year, with a yearly 
escalator.  He further stated that there is no proof that property values near the cell town will go 
down in value.  He explained that Verizon provided several studies by third party certified 
appraisers who looked at several New England markets, looking at actual before and after values, 
and found no degradation in property values.  He further stated that an independent study by 
Avitar of New England commissioned by the Town of Deerfield validated these studies.  Mr. 
Canada explained that Avitar provides a wide range of assessing services and software to 
municipalities, including Stratham.  Mr. Canada further explained that this proposal has been 
fully vetted and approved by the Select Board, the Planning Board, and Zoning Board of 
Appeals.  Selectman Canada then asked Moderator Dave Emanuel for permission for Chip 
Fredette, the project manager for Verizon, to explain the technical aspects of this proposal.  
Permission was granted by a voice vote after an initial objection by a resident.  Mr. Fredette 
started off by explaining that the purpose of the site is to provide 4G LTD coverage to Verizon 
Wireless subscribers of Stratham.  He explained that this location was chosen for its central 
location and wireless gathering coverage.  He further explained that the ground elevation is one 
of the highest in Town.  He also stated that this is a shorter tower than the average cell phone 
tower.  He stated that this would be about ninety feet in height, and the average cell phone 
towner is about one hundred and seventy three feet in height.  He summarized the benefits as 
such:  4 G LTD coverage, more efficient public safety response, other carriers can add to this 
tower in the future, increase revenue to the Town, no burden on the Town’s surfaces, no non-
stick fumes, light pollution, noise, or increase in traffic. Moderator Emanuel then opened it up 
for questions or comments from the floor.  The following residents spoke against the article: 
Lester Cuff, Pat Elwell, Mark Whiting, George Ciccanesi, Dr. Richard Feeney, Jay Nesvold, Pat
Abrami, Paul Dachsteiner, Danielle Cressey, Gayle Vardakis, Stephanie Ciccanesi, Bob Valeri, 
Larry Foss, John Scheel, Fred Hutton, Wayne Young, Bruce Chevelier, and Kevin King. Some 
of the concerns that were cited from the residents regarding this article were: Health concerns in 
relation to the possibility of cancer due to radiation from the tower, an additional road having to 
be put in to access the tower, being placed in a residential neighborhood, safety concerns, 
possibility of the tower having added extensions to accommodate other carriers, and lack of 
information regarding long term effects in regards to health concerns. The following residents 
spoke for the article:  Carol Hazekamp, Brian Orlandi, Chris Brett, Bob Lacoste, and Ethan 
Dodge.  Some of the reasons they cited for the article were:  need for better emergency safety 
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calls, better cell phone coverage, the location Is central and beneficial to all, and lack of proof 
that it has cancer causing agents.  Residents John Demopoulos, Gaksel Yalcinkaya, and Esteben 
Rubens also had questions or comments regarding this article.  Seeing no further questions or 
comments from the floor, Moderator Emanuel read the question, the vote was taken in the 
negative, and Article 12 was defeated.  Jay Nesvold made a motion to restrict reconsideration on 
Article 12.  The motion was seconded. The motion passed, and reconsideration was restricted on 
Article 12.
Article 13:  Other Business
To transact any other business that may legally come before this meeting.  Moderator Emanuel 
asked the floor for a straw poll regarding Article 4.  Selectman Canada then asked the floor if it 
was a lack of information, or do the residents want to see sewer come in before water, or do the 
residents not want to see anything come in right now, that led to the defeat of Article 4.  The 
residents were not receptive to the straw poll citing it was late, a better option would be sending 
the BOS emails regarding this, and half the people had already left. Gary Dolan, Jana Lane, 
asked the residents still present to congratulate Tim Copeland for his eight years of service as 
Selectman.   Selectman David Canada also wished him the best, and stated that he will be 
missed.  Selectman Copeland thanked everyone, and stated it was an honor to serve the Town of 
Stratham.  Selectman Copeland then thanked all the members of the Boards/Committees for their 
contributions to the Town throughout the year.  He asked if anyone is interested in serving on 
any Board/Commission, to apply by letter or application to the BOS by Tuesday, March 31, 
2016.  He stated that applications are available at the Town Offices and online 
at www.strathamnh.gov.  Mr. Copeland also announced that the Conservation Commission will 
be holding its annual clean-up day on Saturday, April 16th, at 9:00 am.  They will meet at the 
Stratham Hill Park Pavilion and gloves and safety vests will be handed out at that time. Seeing 






STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
THE POLLS WILL BE OPEN FROM 8 AM TO 8 PM
To the inhabitants of the Town of Stratham in the County of Rockingham in said State, 
qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Stratham Municipal Center on Tuesday, on the 
fourteenth day of March 2017, next at eight of the clock in the forenoon, to act upon the 
following subjects:
ARTICLE 1: To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensuing.
ARTICLE 2: To see if the Town will vote to amend Section VII, Subsection 7.5 Exempt Signs, 
Subsection 7.5.j. Real Estate signs to establish clarification of the permitting process for these 
exempt signs, and in connection therewith, amend Section II, to add 2.1.52 Premises as the term 
has been added for clarify of intent within the Zoning Ordinance as follows:
2.1.52 Premises:  A real estate term for land and the improvements on it, including a building, 
store, apartment, or other designated structure
Section VII, Subsection 7.5 Exempt Signs, Subsection 7.5.j will be amended to read:
j. Real Estate Signs if limited to one (1) per premises and four (4) square feet in area in 
residential zones and thirty-two (32) square feet in all other zones.  These signs shall 
be removed within thirty (30) days of settlement or lease of the property.  
The Planning Board recommends this Article by unanimous vote.
ARTICLE 3: To see if the Town will vote to amend the Zoning Ordinance, Section III, 
Subsection 3.8 Gateway Commercial Business District, by amending Subsection 3.8.6 Review 
and Permitting Process to further clarify the permitting requirements and procedures for 
developments within the Gateway Commercial Business District, and in connection therewith,
amend Subsection 3.8.8 Table 5 related to street improvements as follows:
Delete current Subsection 3.8.6 as follows:
3.8.6 Review and Permitting Process:
a. Review Process:
i. The Board of Selectmen will hereby create a Technical Review Committee
(“TRC”) comprised of the Town Planner, a member of the Heritage Commission,
and three (3) members and two (2) alternates appointed by the Board of
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Selectmen and recommended by the Planning Board. The TRC shall process
applications for development within the District for the purpose of determining
compliance with the provisions of the Ordinance. The TRC may consult with
other committees, commissions, and professionals for review and comment on
applications within the District. Any cost associated with professional review
shall be the responsibility of the applicant.
ii. Projects that do not require a Conditional Use Permit shall be evaluated for 
compliance with this ordinance by the TRC, administratively approved by the 
Town Planner, and processed by the Planning Board when required under the 
Subdivision or Site Plan Review Regulations of Stratham.
iii. An administrative decision by the Town Planner relating to compliance with
the requirements of this ordinance (approval or denial of an application) may be
appealed to the Zoning Board of Adjustment.
iv. Should any construction, site work, or development be commenced without
an approved Conditional Use Permit, Subdivision, Site Plan approval or 
administrative approval, or any should a violation of an approved
Development Plan or Conditional Use Permit occur, the Planning Board or the
Town Planner has the right to require the property owner to stop, remove, and/or
mitigate the violation, or seek the appropriate appeal process to gain compliance.
b. Conditional Use Permit:
i. Applications for development within the District may include a request for
a Conditional Use Permit to deviate from the requirements of this ordinance.
All such requests shall be accompanied by a narrative description of the
deviation and a site plan showing the deviation from any requirement within this
ordinance. Deviation from the requirements of this Ordinance shall be permitted
by grant of a Conditional Use Permit issued by the Planning Board.
ii. A Conditional Use Permit is a decision that would permit deviation from or
reduction in a specific provision(s) of this Ordinance but that is otherwise
generally consistent with the provisions of Section 3.8.3 Purpose and Intent.  The
Planning Board shall have the authority to grant or deny a request for a
Conditional Use Permit pursuant to the provisions of RSA 674:16 and RSA
674:21.
iii. The granting or denial of a Conditional Use Permit by the Planning Board may
be appealed to the Superior Court, as provided for in RSA 677:15. [A Planning
Board decision on the issuance of a Conditional Use Permit cannot be appealed
to the Zoning Board of Adjustment (RSA 676:5 III).]
iv. A Conditional Use Permit, for relief from the requirements of this Ordinance,
may be granted by the Planning Board after proper public notice and public
hearing provided the Planning Board finds that an application complies with
standards 1. and 2. below.
1. Consistent with the Gateway Business District Master Plan, including but
not limited to:
a. Both public and private buildings and landscaping shall contribute to the 
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physical definition of streetscapes and public spaces; and
b. Development shall adequately accommodate automobiles and emergency
vehicles, while respecting the pedestrian and the spatial form of public
spaces; and
c. Design of streets and buildings shall reinforce safe environments, but not at
the expense of accessibility and efficient traffic flow; and
d. Architecture and landscape design shall complement climate, topography,
community character, and building practice; and
e. Open space and public gathering places shall be provided as locations that 
reinforce the identity and activity of the District and the community; and
f. New development and redevelopment shall be otherwise consistent with the 
intent and purpose of this ordinance; and
g. Does not impact adjacent properties and uses in the District.
2. Improves public safety within the District and/or in adjacent zoning
districts; or provides environmental and natural resource protection; or 
provides a measureable public benefit (such as increased public space, open
space or public amenities).
and replace with proposed Subsection 3.8.6 language as follows:
3.8.6 The Board of Selectmen will hereby create a Technical Review Committee (“TRC”) 
comprised of the Town Planner, a member of the Heritage Commission, and three (3) 
members and two (2) alternates appointed by the Board of Selectmen and recommended 
by the Planning Board.  The TRC shall process applications for development within the 
District for the purpose of determining compliance with the provisions of the Ordinance.  
The TRC may consult with other committees, commissions, and professionals for review 
and comment on applications within the District.  Any cost associated with professional 
review shall be the responsibility of the applicant.  The TRC review of any application 
shall be deemed equivalent to a Preliminary Consultation with the Planning Board, 
however, applicants may also submit for Preliminary Consultation.
Should any construction, site work, or development be commenced without an 
approved Conditional Use Permit, Subdivision, Site Plan approval, or any should a 
violation of an approved Development Plan or Conditional Use Permit occur,
the Planning Board or the Town Planner has the right to require the property owner to 
stop, remove, and/or mitigate the violation, or seek the appropriate appeal process to 
gain compliance.
a. Review Process:
i. Projects that do not require a Conditional Use Permit shall be evaluated for 
compliance with this ordinance by the TRC, and then be processed by the 
Planning Board as required under the Subdivision and/or Site Plan Review 
Regulations of Stratham.  Such applications should follow the submission 
requirements of a Site Plan Review Application.
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ii. For those development applications within the District that include a request for a 
deviation from the requirements of this ordinance, a complete Site Plan Review 
Application shall be accompanied with a Conditional Use Permit Application that 
includes a narrative description of the deviation(s) and a site plan illustrating 
proposed deviation from any requirement within this ordinance.  Deviation from 
the requirements of this Ordinance shall only be permitted by grant of a 
Conditional Use Permit issued by the Planning Board.  A Conditional Use Permit 
is a decision that would permit deviation from or reduction in a specific 
provision(s) of this Ordinance but that is otherwise generally consistent with the 
provisions of Section 3.8.3 Purpose and Intent (See 3.8.6 a. iii).  
iii. The Planning Board shall have the authority to grant or deny a request for a 
Conditional Use Permit, pursuant to the provisions of RSA 674:16 and RSA 
674:21.A Conditional Use Permit, for relief from the requirements of this 
Ordinance, after proper public notice and public hearing where the Planning 
Board finds that an application complies with standards 1. and 2. below:
1. Consistent with the Gateway Business District Master Plan, including but not 
limited to:
a. Both public and private buildings and landscaping shall contribute to the 
physical definition of streetscapes and public spaces; and
b. Development shall adequately accommodate automobiles and emergency 
vehicles, while respecting the pedestrian and the spatial form of public 
spaces; and
c. Design of streets and buildings shall reinforce safe environments, but not 
at the expense of accessibility and efficient traffic flow; and
d. Architecture and landscape design shall complement climate, topography, 
community character, and building practice; and
e. Open space and public gathering places shall be provided as locations that 
reinforce the identity and activity of the District and the community; and
f. New development and redevelopment shall be otherwise consistent with 
the intent and purpose of this ordinance; and
g. Does not unduly impact adjacent properties and uses in the District.
2. Improves public safety within the District and/or in adjacent zoning districts; 
or provides environmental and natural resource protection; or provides a 
measureable public benefit (such as increased public space, open space, or 
public amenities).
iv. The granting or denial of a Conditional Use Permit by the Planning Board may be 
appealed to the Superior Court, as provided for in RSA 677:15.  A Planning 
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Board Decision on the issuance of a Conditional Use Permit cannot be appealed 
to the Zoning Board of Adjustment (RSA 676:5 iii).







(as shown on roadway 
cross-sections)
Refer to Site Plan Review Regulations 
Section V.5.2. for landscaping requirements.
Setback
Combined 13 feet 
minimum/20 feet 
maximum
Composed of sidewalk and planting or street 
buffer strip with granite curbing.
Crossings
6 feet minimum width,
10 feet maximum 
width
Required at street 
intersections and 
permitted at mid-block
Within an individual block or development, 
shall be composed consistently of similar 
materials and may include brick, pavers, 
stamped concrete, porous pavement; all 
sidewalks shall have granite curbing against a 
thoroughfare.  Differentiate with use of non-
asphalt materials, striping and accent paving 
or materials.
Street Trees 1 per 25
1 linear feet of 
right of way
Located within the Planting Strip or Street 
Buffer Strip.
Lighting 1 per 25
1 linear feet of 
right of way
Along all sidewalks, New England traditional 
fixtures with downcast illumination; lighting 
placement shall alternate with street tree 
placement.
Seating Encouraged
In public spaces (such as pocket parks and 
gardens) and at street intersections.
Shelters (transit, 
school bus stops) Optional
Painted or coated metal frame or natural 
materials.
Trash Receptacles Required Secured and covered at street intersections or mid-block.
Bicycle Racks Required
At transit stops/shelters, public spaces, 
parking areas.
1 For trees and lighting located along Portsmouth Ave. (SR 108), the spacing shall be AVG 30’ 
for trees and AVG 60’ for lighting.  The Planning Board shall determine the final number and 
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location of each element based upon review by qualified professionals and in coordination with 
NHDOT.
The Planning Board recommends this Article by unanimous vote.
ARTICLE 4: To see if the Town will vote to adopt the recent statutory changes to NH RSA 
674:70 Accessory Dwelling Units and replace Section V, Subsection 5.4 Accessory Apartments
with an amended 5.4 Accessory Dwelling Units to reflect this change, and in connection 
therewith, amend Section II Definitions by replacing Subsection 2.1.2 Accessory Apartment with 
2.1.3 Accessory Dwelling Unit, and in connection therewith, further amend Section II, to add 
2.1.69 Transient Occupancy as the term has been added for clarify of intent within the Zoning 
Ordinance as follows:
The following definitions will be added:
2.1.3 Accessory Dwelling Unit:  means a residential living unit that is within a detached single-
family dwelling or within an existing attached or detached garage, and meets the 
requirements set forth in Section 5.4.  (Rev. 3/90, 3/09, 3/16)
2.1.68 Transient Occupancy: means the right to use, occupy, or possess, or the use, occupancy, 
or possession of, a dwelling unit or a habitable unit for a period of 30 consecutive 
calendar days or less.
The current section 5.4 will be deleted as follows:
5.4 ACCESSORY APARTMENTS (REV. 3/90, 3/05 & 3/09)
5.4.1 Purpose: The purpose of the accessory apartment provision is to provide an
accessory housing alternative, while maintaining neighborhood aesthetics and quality.
5.4.2 Objectives: The objectives of this Section are to:
a. Provide a housing unit in a single-family neighborhood for individuals seeking
affordable housing alternatives;
b. Protect the single-family residential character of a neighborhood by ensuring that
the accessory apartment is permitted only in an owner-occupied house and
under such conditions as to protect the health, property values, safety, and welfare
of the public.
5.4.3 Special Exception:
One (1) accessory apartment within a detached single-family dwelling or garage
which may be separate from or attached to the main dwelling and is clearly a
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subordinate part thereof will be permitted by special exception. The Zoning Board of
Adjustment will grant a special exception provided that all of the following conditions 
are met:
a. The dwelling to which an accessory apartment is to be added must be owner-
occupied;
b.   The property and proposed use must conform to the dimensional requirements of
Table
4.2 (including the requirements for lot coverage, building footprint and open
space requirements);
c. The single-family dwelling shall not be a mobile home, condominium, or
located within a cluster development;
d. The accessory apartment shall be designed so that the appearance of the building 
remains that of a one family dwelling. Any new entrance that may be required shall
be 
located on the side or in the rear of the building. Units within a garage should
be constructed to maintain the look of a residential garage, such that entry doors
should remain and any decks are constructed to the rear of the structure;
e. The size of the accessory apartment shall be between 400 square feet and 1000
square feet, and shall not exceed 1/3 of the living area of the existing dwelling;
f. In no case shall there be more than Three (3) people residing within an
accessory apartment;
g. Adequate off-street paved or gravel parking shall be provided and shown on the
sketch plan.  The appearance of the parking design shall be that of a single-family
dwelling;
h.   The structure and lot shall not be converted to a condominium or any other form
of legal ownership distinct from the ownership of the existing single-family
dwelling;
i. Prior to granting a special exception by the ZBA, the owner shall provide, as part
of the ZBA case file, the following:
i. Evidence to the Building Inspector or their agent that septic facilities are
adequate for both units according to the standards of Stratham and the N.H.
Water Supply and Pollution Control Division. If deemed necessary by said
Inspector, such evidence shall be in the form of certification by a State of NH
licensed septic system designer. Also the owner shall provide evidence that
there is adequate potable water according to the standards of the State of
New Hampshire. The Building Inspector then shall indicate his approval in
writing to the ZBA.
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ii. A floor plan of one quarter inch (1/4") to the foot scale showing the proposed
changes to the building.
iii. A sketch plan (drawn to scale) of the lot, with existing and proposed structures
and parking.
j. The accessory apartment shall be subject to the standards and conditions for a
special exception as set forth in Article 17.8.2 of this Ordinance.
5.4.4 Regulations:
a. The Building Inspector may require construction plans of any improvements and 
foundations to determine safety of any structure to be used as an accessory
apartment. Safety may be determined by review and inspection of the structure to 
be used.
b.   Once any renovation or construction is complete, or the owner is ready to have a
unit occupied, a request shall be  made  to the Building Inspector for an
occupancy permit. With the request for the occupancy permit, the owner shall
provide the Building Inspector with a copy of a recorded deed addendum listing
the conditions set forth in Section 5.4.3 of these ordinances and any other
conditions which may have been placed on the property by the Stratham Zoning
Board of Adjustment in the granting of the Special Exception. There shall be no
occupancy of the accessory unit until the Building Inspector has issued said 
occupancy permit.
c. Any accessory apartment shall be allowed to continue to be used as such as long as
all the requirements of Section 5.4.3 are maintained. If any of the conditions set
forth in Section 5.4.3 are not maintained such apartment shall cease to exist. To
reestablish use of such apartment the home owner must reapply for a permit.
and replaced with the proposed language as follows:
5.4 ACCESSORY DWELLING UNITS
5.4.1 Purpose: The purpose of the accessory dwelling unit provision is to provide an accessory 
housing alternative, while maintaining neighborhood aesthetics and quality.
5.4.2 Objectives: The objectives of this Section are to:
a. Provide a housing unit in a single-family neighborhood for individuals seeking 
affordable housing alternatives;
b. Protect the single-family residential character of a neighborhood by ensuring that the 
accessory apartment is permitted only in an owner-occupied house and under such 
conditions as to protect the health, property values, safety, and welfare of the public.
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5.4.3 Regulations:
No more than one (1) accessory dwelling unit (ADU) will be permitted on a lot or 
property which is already developed with a detached single-family dwelling.  The ADU 
may be created within the single-family dwelling or within an existing attached or 
detached garage in accordance with these regulations.  All ADU development shall 
insure:
a. The dwelling to which an accessory dwelling unit is to be added must be owner-
occupied;
b. The property and proposed use must conform to the dimensional requirements of 
Table 4.2 (including the requirements for lot coverage, building footprint and open 
space requirements);
c. The accessory dwelling unit shall be designed so that the exterior appearance of the 
building(s) and property remains that of a one family dwelling. Any new entrance 
that may be required shall be located on the side or in the rear of the building.  Units 
within a garage should be constructed to maintain the look of a residential garage, 
such that garage doors should remain and any decks are constructed to the rear of the 
structure;
d. The size of the accessory dwelling unit shall be between 400 square feet and 1000 
square feet;
e. In no case shall there be more than three (3) people residing within an accessory 
dwelling unit;
f. Adequate off-street paved or gravel parking shall be provided and shown on the 
sketch plan.  The appearance of the parking design shall be that of a single-family 
dwelling;
g. The structure and lot shall not be converted to a condominium or any other form of 
legal ownership distinct from the ownership of the existing single-family dwelling;
h. Prior to issuance of a Certificate of Occupancy, by the Code Enforcement Officer, the 
owner shall provide, the following:
i. Evidence to the Building Inspector or their agent that septic facilities are adequate 
for both units according to the standards of Stratham and the N.H. Water Supply 
and Pollution Control Division.  If deemed necessary by said Inspector, such 
evidence shall be in the form of certification by a State of NH licensed septic 
system designer.  Also the owner shall provide evidence that there is adequate 
potable water according to the standards of the State of New Hampshire.  
ii. A floor plan of one quarter inch (1/4") to the foot scale showing the proposed 
changes to the building, if applicable.
iii. A sketch plan (drawn to scale) of the lot, with existing and proposed structures 
and parking, if applicable.
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5.4.4 Additional Regulations:
a. The Building Inspector may require construction plans of any improvements and 
foundations to determine safety of any structure to be used as an accessory dwelling 
unit.  Safety may be determined by review and inspection of the structure to be used.
b. Once any renovation or construction is complete, or the owner is ready to have a unit 
occupied, a request shall be made to the Building Inspector for an occupancy 
permit. There shall be no occupancy of the accessory dwelling unit until the Building 
Inspector has issued said occupancy permit. 
c. Any accessory dwelling unit shall be allowed to continue to be used as such as long 
as all the requirements of Section 5.4.3 are maintained.  If any of the conditions set 
forth in Section 5.4.3 are not maintained such accessory dwelling unit shall cease to 
exist.  To reestablish use of such accessory dwelling unit, the home owner must 
reapply for a permit.  
d. No accessory dwelling unit shall be used for transient occupancy uses.
The Planning Board recommends this Article by unanimous vote.
ARTICLE 5: To see if the Town will vote to amend Section V, Subsection 5.5 Outside Storage 
to Subsection 5.5 Accessory Outside Storage to establish the criteria and permitting process for 
the accessory outside storage of materials as follows:
The following language will be deleted:
5.5 OUTSIDE STORAGE
Storage of materials used in conjunction with a permitted use within any district shall be 
permitted.  However, all goods and materials must be stored in accordance with the 
minimum yard dimensions specified in Table 4.2, Table of Dimensional Requirements.
And replaced with the following:
5.5 ACCESSORY OUTSIDE STORAGE
Accessory storage of materials used in conjunction with a permitted use within any 
district shall be permitted on the same property as the permitted use.  However, all goods 
and materials must be stored in accordance with the minimum yard dimensions specified 
in Table 4.2, Table of Dimensional Requirements.  The Planning Board may require 
screening of said storage areas through the Site Plan Review Process.
The Planning Board recommends this Article by unanimous vote.
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ARTICLE 6: To see if the Town will vote to amend Section VIII, Subsection 8.9.a.iii Buffer Area
by adding 8.9.a.iii.4 to establish the Planning Board’s ability to grant a waiver to wetland/shore land 
buffer areas upon creation and adoption of regulations establishing criteria to evaluate waiver 
consideration as follows:
4. The Planning Board may grant a waiver to the Wetland Conservation Overlay District and/or 
Shoreland Protection Overlay District through the issuance of a Conditional Use Permit at 
such time as the Town has adopted regulations establishing criteria for such a reduction in 
buffer dimensionality.
The Planning Board recommends this Article by unanimous vote.
ARTICLE 7: To see if the Town will vote to amend Section XIX, Subsection 19.4.2 Use 
Districts by amending 19.4.2 to reflect the Gateway Zoning District zoning established in 2013 
and to clarify the permitting process for the Telecommunications Facilities as follows:
The following language will be deleted:









Industrial Zone: PCU P P
Commercial Zone:




S /CU4 P PCU
P = Permitted Use without Conditional Use
Permit PCU = Permitted Use with Conditional 
Use Permit CU = Conditional Use Permit
S = Permitted by Special
Exception
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And replaced with the following:









Industrial Zone: CU P P
Commercial Zone:




Residential Zone: S /CU4 P CU
P = Permitted 
CU = Conditional Use Permit
S = Permitted by Special Exception
The Planning Board recommends this Article by unanimous vote.
******************************************************************************
THE FOLLOWING ARTICLES WILL BE VOTED ON FRIDAY, MARCH 17, 2017 AT 7:00 
P.M. AT THE STRATHAM MEMORIAL SCHOOL, 39 GIFFORD FARM ROAD,
STRATHAM, NEW HAMPSHIRE.
******************************************************************************
ARTICLE 8: – Shall the Town vote to adopt the provisions of RSA 72:28-b, “All Veterans’ 
Property Tax Credit?”  If adopted, the credit will be available to any resident, or the spouse or 
surviving spouse of any resident, who (1) served not less than ninety (90) days on active service 
in the armed forces of the United States and was honorably discharged or was an officer 
honorably separated from service, and (2) is not eligible for and not receiving a credit under RSA 
72:28 for veterans who served in a qualifying war or armed conflict, or under RSA 72:35 for an 
for veterans with a service-connected disability. If adopted, the credit granted will be in the 
amount of $500, which is the same amount previously authorized as the credit under RSA 72:28.  
If adopted, any qualified person desiring to claim the credit will be required to file an application 
with the selectmen by April 15 of the tax year.
The Board of Selectmen recommends this Article by unanimous vote.
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ARTICLE 9: – To see if the Town will raise and appropriate Six Million Four Hundred Thirty 
Thousand Six Hundred Eighty One Dollars and no cents ($6,430,681.00) to defray general town 
charges for the ensuing year.  This article does not include appropriations contained in special or 
individual articles addressed separately.
The Board of Selectmen recommends this Article by unanimous vote.
ARTICLE 10: – To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One Million 
Four Hundred Eighty Three Thousand Eight Hundred Dollars and no cents ($1,483,800.00) to 
implement the Capital Improvements Program for 2017 as presented in the Town Report and 
approved by the Planning Board.  This is a special warrant article which will be non-lapsing until 
the specific items are completed or obtained but shall in no case be later than five (5) years from 
this appropriation per NH RSA 32:7 (VI).
The Board of Selectmen recommends this Article by unanimous vote.
ARTICLE 11: – To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate Four Hundred Thousand 
Dollars and no cents ($400,000.00) to contribute towards the conservation of ±83 acres of the 
Barker Farm, so called, located at 216 Portsmouth Avenue (Tax Map 18, Lot 37, & Map 21, Lot 
80) of which Twenty Five Thousand and no cents ($25,000.00) will be taken from the Land 
Conservation Fund and the remainder shall be from general taxation.  This warrant article is 
further contingent upon the Southeast Land Trust of NH executing a binding purchase and sales 
agreement with the legal owners of the stated properties, and obtaining sufficient remaining 
funds by any legal means to complete the terms of said agreement.  This is a special warrant 
article which will be non-lapsing until the specific purpose is completed or obtained but shall in 
no case be later than five (5) years from this appropriation per NH RSA 32:7 (VI).
The Board of Selectmen recommends this Article by unanimous vote.
ARTICLE 12: – To see if the Town will vote to establish a 350th Anniversary Expendable Trust 
Fund per RSA 31:19-a to help defray the future costs associated with celebrating the Town’s 
350th Anniversary of the granting of its charter, and to further raise and appropriate Three 
Thousand Five Hundred Three Dollars and Fifty Cents ($3,503.50) to be placed in this newly 
created Fund with this amount to come from unreserved fund balance, and to further name the 
Board of Selectmen as agents to expend from this Fund.
The Board of Selectmen recommends this Article by unanimous vote.
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ARTICLE 13: – To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Twenty Five 
Thousand Dollars and no cents ($25,000.00) to be deposited into the “Town Buildings and 
Grounds Maintenance Expendable Trust Fund” as created by the March 16, 2012 Town Meeting.
The Board of Selectmen recommends this Article by unanimous vote.
ARTICLE 14: – To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Eighty Nine 
Thousand Dollars and no cents ($89,000.00) for the following purposes:
2017 EMS/EMT/First Responder Training $9,000.00
2017 ALS Services Contract $10,000.00
2017 Purchase of 2 Replacement Zoll $70,000.00
Monitor/Defibrillators
and to further authorize the withdrawal of Eighty Nine Thousand Dollars and no cents 
($89,000.00) from the Stratham Fire Department EMS Special Revenue Fund created for these 
purposes during the March 17, 2000 Annual Town Meeting and as amended during the March 
11, 2005 Town Meeting.  No additional funds from general taxation are to be used.
The Board of Selectmen recommends this Article by unanimous vote.
ARTICLE 15: – To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Ten Thousand 
Dollars and no cents ($10,000.00) to be deposited into the “Accrued Benefits Liability 
Expendable Trust Fund” as created by the March 16, 2007 Town Meeting to meet the currently 
unfunded obligations of the Town.
The Board of Selectmen recommends this Article by unanimous vote.
ARTICLE 16: – To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to lease to  
Revision Energy portions of the roof of the Stratham Police Station at 76 Portsmouth Avenue for 
the purpose of installing solar panel arrays with a term not to exceed twenty (20) years.
The Board of Selectmen recommends this Article by unanimous vote.
ARTICLE 17: – By petition of Peter Wiggin and more than twenty five (25) other registered 
voters of the Town of Stratham, NH, to see if the Town will vote to fly the POW/MIA flag 
continuously with, and directly below, the flag of the United States, for a total of two (2) flags, to 
be flown on the existing single Jewell Sisters’ Memorial Flagpole within the Veterans’ Memorial 










Planning & Zoning $278,887






Emergency Dispatch Services $1,000
Highways & Streets $830,096
Street Lighting $13,516
Solid Waste Management $817,049
Public Works Commission $10,714
Animal Control $600
Pest Control $64,680










Interest on Debt $245,065
Total Appropriation $6,430,681
Board of Selectmen: Budget Advisory Committee:
David Canada, Chair Garrett Dolan
Bruno Federico Tracey McGrail















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































EXPENSES: APPROPRIATION ACTUAL PROPOSED
Executive $201,978 $181,258 $205,750
Election & Registration $19,400 $20,881 $7,125
Financial Administration $444,055 $437,600 $452,026
Legal Expenses $30,000 $14,480 $30,000
Personnel Administration $993,306 $861,670 $1,029,602
Planning & Zoning $256,527 $227,378 $278,887
General Government Buildings $213,788 $208,479 $175,010
Cemeteries $36,337 $34,454 $37,700
Insurances $76,151 $76,151 $94,489
Police $1,031,128 $931,852 $1,060,402
Fire $254,900 $241,371 $277,464
Emergency Management $33,620 $7,426 $10,985
Emergency Dispatch Communication $1,000 $930 $1,000
Highways $825,243 $790,361 $830,096
Street Lighting $9,500 $9,239 $13,516
Solid Waste Management $633,595 $632,801 $817,049
Public Works Commission $18,400 $13,210 $10,714
Animal Control $600 $0 $600
Pest Control $64,680 $64,680 $64,680
Public Service Agencies $40,226 $40,226 $41,100
Direct Assistance $17,000 $3,370 $16,500
Parks & Recreation $244,896 $243,419 $278,509
Library $423,342 $416,407 $439,612
Patriotic Purposes $2,100 $1,922 $2,200
Conservation Commission $4,300 $1,262 $4,000
Heritage Commission $3,750 $3,748 $4,900
300th Anniversary Committee $5,000 $5,000 $0
Economic Development $3,750 $200 $200
Town Center Revitalization Comm. $5,200 $5,128 $0
Energy Commission $4,400 $3,300 $1,500
Interest on Debt $269,331 $259,689 $245,065
Total Appropriations $6,167,503 $5,737,892 $6,430,681
REVENUES:
Interest & Penalties on Taxes $80,000 $89,335 $80,000
Motor Vehicle Permits $1,500,000 $1,890,961 $1,600,000
Business Licenses & Permits $44,100 $42,207 $37,000
Other Licenses, Permits & Fees $160,000 $185,957 $180,000
Rent of Town Property $55,000 $59,221 $55,000
Yield/Excavation Tax $1,683 $2,446 $1,100
Income From Departments $183,700 $227,668 $207,985
Sale of Town Property $44,180 $50,883 $20,000
Highway Block Grant/State of NH $172,639 $172,639 $172,639
Rooms & Meals $379,237 $379,237 $379,237
Interest on Investments $12,000 $21,119 $15,000
Reimbursements $10,000 $5,484 $8,000
Trust & Agency Funds $20,000 $31,022 $20,000
Total Revenues $2,662,539 $3,158,179 $2,775,961
BUDGET OF THE TOWN OF STRATHAM
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TOWN CLERK/TAX COLLECTOR
2016 was a year that brought about many changes in the Town Clerk/Tax Collector’s Office!  
Our Deputy, Cathy Kenny, retired after being with us for eight years. We wish her the very best 
in her retirement!   We hired a new Deputy in November; Deborah Bakie. We also have a new 
Office Assistant, Melanie McGrail, who started here in May.  Please stop by and say hello to our 
new staff.  They are very friendly, and very customer service oriented!  
We had four busy elections in 2016, culminating with the Presidential Election on
November 8.  We had a 76% turnout for that election, and by all accounts, the election process 
went very smoothly for our residents.
We will be implementing the newest technology associated with credit card payments in 2017.
We will have chip-enabled terminals at our office for your credit cards.  Credit cards will now 
have chip based technology that features an embedded microchip to provide enhanced security
and protection against fraud.
As a reminder, we send out motor vehicle reminder notices via email only.  If we do not have 
your email address yet, please send it to: jcharbonneau@strathamnh.gov
or dbakie@strathamnh.gov.  Your email is never shared with anyone!  You will get an email in 
your inbox on the last day of the month before your vehicle is due. It will be from “E-notices at 
EB2gov”, and the subject line will state “vehicle registrations”.
We are committed to giving you, our residents, outstanding service with the latest technology 
that is currently being offered.  Please call or email us if you have any questions regarding your 
motor vehicle registrations or your property taxes!
Respectfully Submitted,
Joyce L. Charbonneau, Town Clerk/Tax Collector
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BEGINNING CASH BALANCE: $450.00
MOTOR VEHICLE FEES - TOWN $1,890,960.81
MUNICIPAL AGENT FEES - MV $27,828.00
BOAT REGISTRATION FEES $4,765.96
BOAT MUNICIPAL AGENT FEES $1,240.00
TITLE FEES $3,744.00
U.C.C. FILINGS $1,020.00
VITAL RECORDS - TOWN $1,584.00
VITAL RECORDS - STATE $2,826.00
DOG LICENSES - TOWN $5,492.00
DOG LICENSES - STATE $3,231.00
DOG FINES $2,231.00
ONLINE MAILING FEES $1,259.00
COPIES $262.90
TOTAL TOWN CLERK FUNDS COLLECTED $1,946,444.67
COLLECTED FOR OTHER DEPARTMENTS $68,468.00
REMITTED TO TREASURER $2,014,912.67





YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 2016
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UNCOLLECTED TAXES--
    Beginning of Fiscal Year: 2016 2016 2015 2014 2013
Property Taxes $0.00 $636,469.95 $0.00 $0.00
Land Use Change Taxes $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
Excavation Taxes $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
Current Year Tax Credits $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
TAXES COMMITTED THIS YEAR:
Property Taxes $25,297,300.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
Land Use Change Taxes $0.00 $99,000.00 $0.00 $0.00
Yield Taxes $61,000.00 $90.82 $0.00 $0.00
Excavation Taxes $2,351.45 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
OVERPAYMENTS:
Overpayments/Credits Refunded $79,774.48 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
Interest Collected on Delinquent Taxes $8,781.62 $32,710.87 $0.00 $0.00
TOTAL DEBITS: $25,449,207.55 $768,271.64 $0.00 $0.00
REMITTED TO TREASURER:
Property Taxes $24,778,066.13 $419,452.03 $0.00 $0.00
Land Use Change Taxes $99,000.00
Yield Taxes $2,351.45 $90.82 $0.00 $0.00
Interest $8,781.62 $31,204.87 $0.00 $0.00
Excavation Taxes $0.00 $1,506.00 $0.00 $0.00
Converted to Liens (Principal only) $0.00 $217,017.92 $0.00 $0.00
ABATEMENTS MADE:
Property Taxes $2.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
Land Use Change Taxes
Timber Yield Taxes $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
UNCOLLECTED TAXES--
    End of Fiscal Year:  2016
Property Taxes $599,006.35 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
Land Use Change Taxes $61,000.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
Yield Taxes $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
TOTAL CREDITS: $25,449,207.55 $768,271.64 $0.00 $0.00




FISCAL YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 2016
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Balance of Unredeemed Liens: 2015 2014 2013+
Beginning of Fiscal Year $0.00 $122,643.36 $92,349.21
Liens Executed During Fiscal Year $234,324.41 $0.00 $0.00
Interest & Costs Collected $3,575.27 $13,862.45 $30,404.46
(After Lien Execution)
TOTAL DEBITS $237,899.68 $136,505.81 $122,753.67
REMITTED TO TREASURER:
Redemptions $100,179.17 $77,177.63 $91,832.44
Interest/Costs Collected $3,575.27 $13,862.45 $30,404.46
Abatements of  Unredeemed Taxes $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
Liens Deeded To Town $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
Balance of Unredeemed Liens:
End of Fiscal Year $134,145.24 $45,465.73 $516.77
TOTAL CREDITS $237,899.68 $136,505.81 $122,753.67
CREDITS
SUMMARY OF TAX LIEN ACCOUNTS
FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2016
DEBITS
..........Tax Liens on Acc't of Levies..........
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RECEIVED FROM TAX COLLECTOR
2016 Property Tax & Interest $24,707,073.27
2015 Property Tax & Interest $136,461.59
Prior Year Tax Redemptions & Interest $213,276.98
Current Use Land Change & Interest $99,000.00
Railroad Tax $202.69
Yield Tax & Interest (Timber Cutting) $2,445.99
Subtotal $25,158,460.52
RECEIVED FROM TOWN CLERK
Motor Vehicle Permits $1,890,960.81
Municipal Agent Fees $27,828.00
Titles $3,744.00
Vital Records $1,584.00
UCC Filings & Certificates $1,020.00
Dog Licenses & Fines $7,723.00
Boat Fees $6,005.96
Mailing Fees $1,259.00
Filing and Other Fees $40.00
Subtotal $1,940,164.77
RECEIVED FROM INTERGOVERNMENTAL SOURCES
NH. Revenue Sharing Block Grant $0.00
NH. Highway Block Grant $172,435.66
NH. Rooms & Meals Tax $379,237.43
Transportation Enhancement Program $322,660.94
PREPA Grant $17,500.00
Statewide Voter Checklist $351.00
OEM Drill Reimbursement $11,155.57
Subtotal $903,340.60
RECEIVED FROM OTHER SOURCES
Interest Income $21,118.76
Fines & Forfeitures $375.00
Building Permits $87,570.74
Transfer Station Permits $2,830.00
Transfer Station Fees $45,638.00
Planning Board Fees $6,977.00
Zoning Board of Adjustment Fees $1,430.00
Police Department Revenue $8,680.00
Recreation Programs $10,617.00
Recreation Summer Camp $22,207.15
Rent of Town Property $59,221.24
Sale of Town Property $36,082.65
Sale of Cemetery & Cremation Lots $13,350.00
Grave Excavation Fees $2,850.00
Cable TV Franchise $185,956.98




Reimbursement for Plan Review $4,855.00
School Resource Officer $15,000.00
Overpayments and Other Reimbursements $4,790.53
Subtotal $532,432.86
RECEIVED FROM SPECIAL REVENUE FUNDS
Transfer from Trustees of the Trust Funds $31,022.00
Subtotal $31,022.00
TOTAL RECEIPTS FOR 2016 $28,565,420.75
FISCAL YEAR 2016 TRANSACTIONS
Cash on Hand January 1, 2016 $10,840,413.60
Total Receipts for 2016 $28,565,420.75
Safety Complex Bond Principle & Interest ($344,375.00)
Scamman Conservation Easement Principle & Interest ($183,538.00)
Fire House & Conservation Bond Principle & Interest ($327,690.00)
Cushman Property Principle ($104,086.00)
Debt Service Interest $0.00
Paid on Selectmen's Orders ($26,911,956.49)
Trustees of the Trust Funds ($168,388.22)
BALANCE ON HAND DEC. 31, 2016 $11,365,800.64
OTHER ASSETS IN HANDS OF TREASURER
Police Detail Account $73,508.70
Road & Other Bonds $158,407.44
Payroll Account $9,566.25
Gifford House Security Deposit $2,101.44
Foss Property Security Deposit $3,605.62
Park Cottage Security Deposit $953.46
Stratham Hill Park Revolving Fund $42,069.73
Stratham DARE $7,506.96
Stratham Hill Park Public Deposit Investment Pool $3,955.31
Fire Department E.M.S. Fund $465,488.91
Fire Protection Fund $46,600.63
Heritage Fund/300th Anniversary Committee $6,807.73
Recreation Revolving Fund $91,726.59
Cemetery Land Fund $5,906.98
Drug Forfeiture Fund $1,777.43
Petty Cash (Town Clerk/Finance) $650.00









2005 $250,000.00 $175,625.00 $4,750,000.00
2006 $250,000.00 $169,375.00 $4,500,000.00
2007 $250,000.00 $163,125.00 $4,250,000.00
2008 $250,000.00 $156,875.00 $4,000,000.00
2009 $250,000.00 $150,312.50 $3,750,000.00
2010 $250,000.00 $143,125.00 $3,500,000.00
2011 $250,000.00 $135,312.50 $3,250,000.00
2012 $250,000.00 $126,875.00 $3,000,000.00
2013 $250,000.00 $117,812.50 $2,750,000.00
2014 $250,000.00 $108,437.50 $2,500,000.00
2015 $250,000.00 $99,062.50 $2,250,000.00
2016 $250,000.00 $89,375.00 $2,000,000.00
2017 $250,000.00 $79,375.00 $1,750,000.00
2018 $250,000.00 $69,062.50 $1,500,000.00
2019 $250,000.00 $58,437.50 $1,250,000.00
2020 $250,000.00 $47,812.50 $1,000,000.00
2021 $250,000.00 $37,187.50 $750,000.00
2022 $250,000.00 $26,562.50 $500,000.00
2023 $250,000.00 $15,937.50 $250,000.00








2009 $229,000.00 $173,858.75 $4,215,000.00
2010 $225,000.00 $165,346.25 $3,990,000.00
2011 $225,000.00 $156,908.75 $3,765,000.00
2012 $225,000.00 $148,190.00 $3,540,000.00
2013 $225,000.00 $139,190.00 $3,315,000.00
2014 $225,000.00 $130,190.00 $3,090,000.00
2015 $225,000.00 $121,190.00 $2,865,000.00
2016 $225,000.00 $112,190.00 $2,640,000.00
2017 $220,000.00 $103,290.00 $2,420,000.00
2018 $220,000.00 $94,490.00 $2,200,000.00
2019 $220,000.00 $85,690.00 $1,980,000.00
2020 $220,000.00 $76,890.00 $1,760,000.00
2021 $220,000.00 $68,090.00 $1,540,000.00
2022 $220,000.00 $59,290.00 $1,320,000.00
2023 $220,000.00 $50,490.00 $1,100,000.00
2024 $220,000.00 $41,580.00 $880,000.00
2025 $220,000.00 $32,560.00 $660,000.00
2026 $220,000.00 $23,375.00 $440,000.00
2027 $220,000.00 $14,025.00 $220,000.00
2028 $220,000.00 $4,675.00 $0.00
SUMMARY OF FIRE HOUSE/CONSERVATION BONDED DEBT
Fire House/Conservation General Obligation Bond:
SUMMARY OF SAFETY COMPLEX BONDED DEBT










2014 $120,000.00 $69,177.50 $2,255,000.00
2015 $120,000.00 $66,657.50 $2,135,000.00
2016 $120,000.00 $63,537.50 $2,015,000.00
2017 $120,000.00 $59,817.50 $1,895,000.00
2018 $120,000.00 $56,697.50 $1,775,000.00
2019 $120,000.00 $52,377.50 $1,655,000.00
2020 $120,000.00 $47,457.50 $1,535,000.00
2021 $120,000.00 $42,537.50 $1,415,000.00
2022 $120,000.00 $36,417.50 $1,295,000.00
2023 $120,000.00 $30,897.50 $1,175,000.00
2024 $120,000.00 $27,177.50 $1,055,000.00
2025 $120,000.00 $24,657.50 $935,000.00
2026 $120,000.00 $22,062.50 $815,000.00
2027 $120,000.00 $19,392.50 $695,000.00
2028 $120,000.00 $16,647.50 $575,000.00
2029 $115,000.00 $13,886.25 $460,000.00
2030 $115,000.00 $11,040.00 $345,000.00
2031 $115,000.00 $8,050.00 $230,000.00
2032 $115,000.00 $5,060.00 $115,000.00








2014 $100,000.00 $7,419.12 $400,000.00
2015 $100,000.00 $5,773.48 $300,000.00
2016 $100,000.00 $4,127.85 $200,000.00
2017 $100,000.00 $2,482.22 $100,000.00




Bartlett/Cushman Property General Obligation Bond:
SUMMARY OF CONSERVATION BOND DEBT
Conservation General Obligation Bond:
SUMMARY OF CUSHMAN PROPERTY BOND DEBT
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1.  Valuation of land only: Acres Assessment
A.  Current use (at c.u. value) 2,525.52 $379,454
B.  Conservation 47.53 $1,178
C.  Residential 5,285.35 $324,045,600
D.  Commercial/Industrial 542.03 $64,293,800
E.   Total of Taxable Land 8,400.43 $388,720,032
F.   Tax Exempt & Non Taxable 890.36 $10,341,700
2.  Value of Buildings only:
A.  Residential $717,671,527
B.  Manufactured Housing $2,905,800
C.  Commercial/Industrial $121,030,100
D.  Discretionary Preservation Easement $62,248
E.  Total of Taxable Buildings $841,669,675
F.  Exempt & Non Taxable $49,090,425
3.  Public Utilities:
A.  Gas $11,576,300
B.  Electric $13,081,000
D.  Other Utilities (water) $1,090,000
C.  Total Utilities $25,747,300
4.  Valuation before Exemptions: $1,256,137,007
5.  Disabled Exemptions: $0
6.  Modified Assessed Valuation of all Properties $1,256,137,007
7.  Blind Exemption (4) $75,000
8.  Elderly Exemption (44) $3,859,100
9.  Solar Energy Exemption (1) $0
9.  Total Dollar Amount of Exemptions $3,934,100
10.  Net Valuation on which Tax Rate is computed $1,252,202,907
11.  Less the Value of Utilities ($25,747,300)
$1,226,455,607
Totally and permanently disabled veterans, their spouses
  or widows, and the widows of veterans who died or were
11 $22,000
339 $169,000
Total Number and Amount: 350 $191,000
SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION
TOWN OF STRATHAM IN ROCKINGHAM COUNTY
CERTIFICATE (2016)
  killed on active duty  ($2,000.):
This is to certify that the information contained in this report was taken from the 
official records and is correct to the best of our knowledge and belief.
Other war service credits  ($500.):
TAX CREDITS:
12.  Net Valuation without Utilities on which State 
Education Tax is Computed




Elections, Registration & Vital Statistics $19,400
Financial Administration $444,055
Revaluation of Property $20,000
Legal Expenses $30,000
Personnel Administration $993,306
Planning and Zoning $256,527











Public Works - Other $143,400
SANITATION:




Health Agencies & Hospitals $40,226
WELFARE:
Administration & Direct Assistance $17,000
CULTURE AND RECREATION:




Town Center Revitalization $5,200
Energy Commission $4,400




Taxes Assessed for the Tax Year 2016
This is to certify that the information contained in this report was taken 
from official records and is correct to the best of our knowledge and 
belief.
David Canada, Bruno Federico, Joseph A. Lovejoy, Selectmen                                
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DEBT SERVICE:
Tax Anticipation Note Interest
Interest -Long Term Bonds & Notes $269,330
Principal - Long Term Bonds & Notes $695,000
CAPITAL OUTLAY:
Capital Improvements $437,600





Interest and Penalties on Delinquent Taxes $80,000
LICENSES, PERMITS AND FEES:
Business Licenses and Permits $44,100
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees $1,500,000




Meals & Rooms Tax Distribution $379,237
Highway Block Grant $172,436
Other $203
CHARGES FOR SERVICES:
Income from Departments $183,700
Other Charges $10,000
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES:
Sale of Municipal Property $44,180
Interest on Investments $12,000
Rent of Town Property $55,000
INTERFUND OPERATING TRANSFERS:
Trust and Agency Funds $20,000
Special Revenue Funds $50,000
Capital Reserve Funds $0
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES
Proceeds from Long Term Bonds & Notes $0
SUBTOTAL OF REVENUES: $2,712,539
GENERAL FUND BALANCE:
Unreserved Fund Balance $1,690,937
Less Voted from Fund Balance $11,772
Less Fund Balance - Reduce Taxes $479,165
Fund Balance - Retained $1,200,000
TOTAL REVENUES AND CREDITS: $3,203,476
REVISED ESTIMATED REVENUES
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Description Appropriation Tax Rate
Total Appropriation $7,866,873
Net Revenues (Not including Fund Balance) ($2,712,539)
Fund Balance Voted Surplus ($11,772)
Fund Balance to Reduce Taxes ($479,165)
War Service Credits $191,000
Actual Overlay Used $103,368
Net Required Local Tax Effort $4,957,765 $3.96
County
Net County Apportionment $1,311,511
Net Required Local Tax Effort $1,311,511 $1.05
Education
Net Local School Appropriations $9,928,348
New Cooperative School Appropriation $11,264,736
Net Education Grant ($1,977,411)
Locally Retained State Education Tax ($2,860,071)
Net Required Local Tax Effort $16,355,602 $13.06
State Education Tax $2,860,071
Net Required Local Tax Effort $2,860,071 $2.33
$20.40
Total Municipal Tax Effort $25,484,949.00
War Service Credits ($191,000.00)
Total Property Tax Commitment $25,293,949.00
Net Assessed Valuation Tax Rate Assessment
State Education Tax (no utilities) $1,226,455,607 $2.33 $2,860,071
All Other Taxes $1,252,202,907 $18.07 $22,433,878
Combined Tax Rate
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION






Substance Abuse Testing $921
Meals $541
Uniforms $4,989





Equipment Repair & Maintenance $45,452
Salt $74,878
Sand and Gravel $4,366
Telephone $2,520
Electricity $8,179
Gas & Oil $25,920
Heat $1,114
Building Maintenance $11,925




Solid Waste Collection & Disposal $532,278
Landfill Closure Annual $5,883
Materials and Supplies $3,409
Purchase of Recycling Bins $3,865


















Police Part Time/OT $72,538
Police Holiday $19,175
Police payroll - Admin. Asst. $44,118
Police payroll - Prosecutor $36,416






Gas and Oil $15,194
Repairs (Vehicle & Equipment) $13,195
Community Service Programs $547
Training $8,990
Ballistics Donation Expense $1,700
Commemorative Badges (donation) $600








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Allen, Deborah $390.00 Jamison, Harold $90.00
Armstrong, Parker $1,447.50 Janvrin, Steven $157.92
Arnold, Sara L. $39,228.00 Joseph, James $39,871.21
Austin, Tavis $68,230.36 Kelley, Daniel $195.00
Bakie, Deborah $3,303.00 Kelley, Matthew $1,771.00
Barney, Elisa $120.27 Kemp, Valerie A. $54,653.00
Barr, Anne $140.00 Kenny, Catherine $33,434.55
Barr, David $4,095.00 Kimball, Lesley $71,218.90
Bibeau, Amanda $59,770.78 Lane, Joann $360.75
Bronson, Deborah $5,000.00 Larrabee, Matthew $296.25
Brothers, Timothy $13,912.50 Laverty, Colin P. $68,653.70
Call, James C. $100,234.02 Law, Charles $95,204.79
Canada, David $4,000.00 Lemire, Denise $20,943.00
Carbone, Marisa $1,593.00 Lennon, Jacob M. $18,952.50
Carbonneau, Chris $776.25 Lewis, Russell $135.00
Chamberlain, David W. $172.50 Lewy, Andrea $75,101.90
Charbonneau, Joyce $61,897.70 Linxweiler, Joanne $737.50
Chase, Amy $94.95 London, Charles $140.00
Chisholm, Gordon $41,305.04 Lovejoy, Joseph A. $4,000.00
Choinere, Alan $2,205.00 Lucius, Samantha $39,380.00
Chretien, Judith $63.30 Ludington, Veronique $208.89
Cline, Audrey $5,884.80 MacCallum, Marcia $20,090.22
Coate, Benjamin $1,575.75 McAuliffe, Michael $1,130.50
Cook, Robert $1,275.00 McCabe, Matthew $2,900.00
Cook III, Robert $13,136.25 McCluskey, Erica $4,600.00
Copeland, Andra $280.00 McGrail, Melanie $10,388.00
Copeland, Timothy D $157.50 McKinnon, Sue $1,062.50
Costello-Dziama, Pamel $5,257.55 McLaughlin, Mary E. $14,465.64
Coughlin, Doreen $12,692.81 Merrick, Taylor $1,536.00
Crosby, Bryan $3,856.25 Morong, Mark $58,615.36
Crosby, Margaret $2,698.50 Nickerson, Michael $2,568.75
Crow, Joshua $1,328.75 Oliveira, Michael $53,511.00
Cutler, Tracey $36,313.45 O'Neil, Kevin 13,198.98
Dardani, John $2,988.75 Perkins, Charles D. $49,128.25
Denton, Jeffrey $1,305.00 Petroski, William $312.00
Deschaine, Paul R. $96,904.40 Pierce, David $138,157.37
Devonshire, James $138.75 Pvirre, Keith $191.25
Dolan, Garrett $157.50 Richard, Karen $30,267.00
Doucette, Michael $71,522.54 Richards, Griffin $500.00
Dyrkacz, Joseph $462.02 Rivais, James E. $12,490.00
YEARLY EARNINGS FOR TOWN EMPLOYEES - 2016
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YEARLY EARNINGS FOR TOWN EMPLOYEES - 2016
Emanuel, David $140.00 Rivers, Cindy $14,123.89
Emerson, John R. $72,830.69 Rodier, Ashley $5,852.00
Evans, Richard $2,024.00 Ryan, Karen $18,744.94
Federico, Bruno $4,000.00 Ryden, Patricia A. $47,569.90
Fingerlow, Judith $3,931.19 Sang, Anna $1,447.50
Flagg, Katherine $2,134.25 Sapienza, John $285.00
Forest, Cantrece $19,432.50 Sawyer, June $7,186.75
Fotheringham, Grant $74,226.42 Scippa, John V. $99,977.25
French, Bryan $2,639.31 Slager, Timothy E $53,860.42
Gallagher, Caren $1,407.00 Standen, Scott $716.25
Grahame, Michael $96.00 Sturgis, Thomas $5,685.75
Grella, Stacey J $44,117.60 Thompson, Dianna $140.00
Guida, Jack $1,433.75 Thompson, Roger $332.50
Harnois, Gregory $4,545.00 Tosatti, Nicholas $1,443.75
Hart, Daniel $7,536.00 Von Letkemann, Lucia $40,148.80
Hart, William $36,415.60 Walker, Patricia $5,034.38
Hickey, Seth $59,461.90 Walsh, Emma $2,600.00
Holbrook, Brian $69,740.80 Weymer, Gary $39.00
Hopping, Lucy $4,439.69 Williams, Alan $61,584.06
Hutton, Fred $356.25 Woods, Kimberly E. $45,004.20
Izzo, Robert $1,496.50 Wynn, Corey $4,353.81










Election, Reg. & Vital Statistics $19,400 $20,881
Financial Administration $444,055 $437,600
Property Assessment $20,000 ($17,615) $0
Explanation for Authorizations:
Legal Expense $30,000 $14,480
Personnel Administration $993,306 $861,923
Planning & Zoning $256,527 $227,378
General Government Buildings $213,788 $208,479
Cemeteries $36,336 $34,454
Insurance $76,151 $76,151
Other General Government Expense $46,474




Emergency Management $33,620 $7,426
Other Communications $1,000 $930
Public Safety Subtotal $1,370,648 $0 $1,183,879
Highways and Streets
Highway & Streets $825,243 $791,282
Street Lighting $9,500 $9,239
Highways and Streets Subtotal $834,743 $0 $800,521
Sanitation
Administration $633,595 $632,801
Sanitation Subtotal $633,595 $0 $632,801
Water Distribution and Treatment
Administration $143,400 $13,210
Water Distribution and Treatment subtotal $143,400 $0 $13,210
Health
Administration $600 $0
Pest Control $64,680 $64,680
Health Agencies, Hospice & Other $40,226 $40,226
Health Subtotal $105,506 $0 $104,906







Administration & Direct Assistance $17,000 $3,370
Welfare Subtotal $17,000 $0 $3,370
Culture & Recreation
Parks & Recreation $244,896 $243,419
Library $423,342 $416,407
Patriotic Purposes $2,100 $1,922
Other Culture & Recreation $11,772 $11,772
Culture & Recreation Subtotal $682,110 $0 $673,520
Conservation and Development
Admin. & Purchase of Natural Resources $13,050 $10,010
Other Conservation $4,400 $3,300
Redevelopment and Housing $5,200 $5,128
Economic Development $3,750 $200
Conservation and Development Subtotal $26,400 $18,638
Debt Service
Principle - Long Term Bonds & Notes $695,000 $690,000
Interest - Long Term Bonds & Notes $269,330 $259,689
Interest on Tax Anticipation Notes $0
Debt Service Subtotal $964,330 $0 $949,689
Capital Outlay
Land $0 $0 $0
Explanation for Authorizations:
Machinery, Vehicles, & Equipment $17,000 ($18,741) ($17,341)
Explanation for Authorizations:
Buildings $49,600 ($25,971) $25,541
Improvements Other than Buildings $371,000 ($208,616) $73,726
Explanation for Authorizations:
Capital Outlay Subtotal $437,600 ($253,328) $81,926
Operating Transfers Out
To Capital Projects Fund
To Capital Reserve Fund $325,000 $425,848
To Expendable Trust Fund $35,000 $35,000
Operating Transfers Out Subtotal $360,000 $0 $460,848
Payments to Other Governments
Taxes Assessed for the County $1,311,511 $1,311,511
Taxes Assessed for Local Education $16,355,602 $15,836,351
Taxes Assessed for State Education $2,860,071 $2,860,071
Payment to Other General Gov. Subtotal $20,477,184 $0 $20,007,933















Property Taxes $25,190,581 $24,967,481
Land Use Change Taxes-General Fund $0 $99,000
Yield Taxes $1,683 $2,442
Interest & Penalties on Delinquent Taxes $80,000 $89,331
Taxes Subtotal $25,272,264 $0 $25,158,254
Licenses, Permits and Fees
Business Licenses & Permits $44,100 $41,485
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees $1,500,000 $1,890,961
Other Licenses, Permits, and Fees $160,000 $185,957
Licenses, Permits and Fees Subtotal $1,704,100 $0 $2,118,402
Revenue from State of New Hampshire
Meals and Rooms Tax Distribution $379,237 $379,237
Highway Block Grant $172,436 $172,436
Other $203 $351
State of NH Revenue Subtotal $551,876 $0 $552,024
Charges for Services
Income from Departments $183,700 $227,836
Other Charges $10,000 $5,920
Charges for Services Subtotal $193,700 $0 $233,756
Miscellaneous Revenues
Sale of Municipal Property $44,180 $50,883
Interest on Investments $12,000 $21,494
Other $55,000 $59,221
Miscellaneous Revenues Subtotal $111,180 $0 $131,598
Interfund Operating Transfers In
From Special Revenue Funds $50,000 $0
From Trust & Fiduciary Funds $20,000 $31,022
Interfund Operating Transfers In Subtotal $70,000 $0 $31,022
Less Proprietary Funds, Special Revenue or Capital 
Projects Funds $50,000
TOTAL GENERAL FUND REVENUE $27,853,120 $0 $28,225,057
Year of this Report For Prior Levy Total
Uncollected at Year End $660,006 $180,128 $840,134
Receivable at End of Year $660,006 $180,128 $840,134
$8,794,232
ADD: School District Assessment for Current Year $18,696,422
Total Liability within Current Year $27,490,654
LESS:  Payments made to School District ($18,177,170)
Due to School District End of Year $9,313,484
GENERAL FUND REVENUES
TAXES/LIENS RECEIVABLE
RECONCILIATION OF SCHOOL DISTRICT LIABILITY
School District Liability at Beginning of Year
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Audited
Current Assets Beginning of year End of year
Cash and Equivalents $10,404,352 $11,373,996
Tax Receivable $735,561 $660,006
Tax Liens Receivable $214,993 $180,128
Due from Other Governments $23,011 $50,000
Due from Other Funds $17,597 $20,000
Other Current Assets $580,533 $0
Tax Deeded Property (Subject to Resale) $25,469 $25,469
Total Assets $12,001,516 $12,309,599
Current Liabilities
Warrants and Accounts Payable $109,980 $0
Due to School Districts $8,794,232 $9,313,484
Deferred Revenue $99,000 $62,007
Total Liabilities $9,003,212 $9,375,491
Fund Equity
Non-Spendable Fund Balance $606,002 $25,469
Committed Fund Balance $701,365 $644,781
Assigned Fund Balance $11,772 $3,504
Unassigned Fund Balance $1,679,165 $2,260,354
Total Fund Equity $2,998,304 $2,934,108
TOTAL LIABILITIES & FUND EQUITY $12,001,516 $12,309,599
Total Revenues $27,296,821 $28,225,057
Total Expenditures $27,024,991 $27,040,319
Change (Increase or Decrease) $271,830 $1,184,738
Ending Fund Equity from Balance Sheet $2,998,304 $2,934,108
Less Beginning Fund Equity from Balance Shee $2,726,474 $2,998,304
Change (Increase or Decrease) $271,830 ($64,196)
GENERAL FUND BALANCE SHEET














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Last year was a busy one at Maple Lane Cemetery. The Highway Department crews completed a 
project that remedied the drainage problem between the cemetery and the Stratham Community 
Church property. The project included eliminating the short paved connector between the 
church’s lower parking lot and the cemetery, installation of drainage between the two properties, 
removal of the existing trees which allowed the site to be regraded further improving the 
drainage and construction of new landscaping. New granite bollards marking the entrance to the 
Harmony Hill Cemetery were installed, identifying this section of the cemetery. The Trustees 
would like to extend their thanks to the Highway Department for a job well done!
The Town’s cemeteries were not immune 
to the severe drought that has plagued 
New Hampshire, and has been 
particularly bad in the southeast portion 
of the state. While the fall rains have 
brought some of the cemetery grounds 
back to life, there remain sections that 
will need special attention. The Trustees, 
in conjunction with the Highway 
Department, have developed a plan to 
restore the damaged area and work will 
begin early next spring. We appreciate 
everyone’s patience, and are hopeful our 
cemeteries will be back in top notch 
condition next year.
The Trustees are honored to serve the citizens of Stratham, and we consider it a privilege to be 
the stewards of the Town’s cemeteries. We look forward to continuing to do so in the coming 








REPORT OF FOREST FIRE WARDEN AND STATE FOREST RANGER
Over the past two years, New Hampshire has experienced its busiest fire seasons since 1989.  
1,090 acres burned during the 2016 season.  The White Mountain National Forest experienced its 
largest fire since becoming a National Forest, burning 330 acres in the town of Albany in 
November.  Fires falling under state jurisdiction burned 759 acres, with the largest fire of 199 
acres occurring in Stoddard.  The extremely dry summer led to a busy fall fire season with large 
fires occurring into mid-November.  Drought conditions hampered fire suppression efforts and 
extended the time needed to extinguish fires.  Your local fire departments and the Division of 
Forests & Lands worked tirelessly throughout the year to protect homes and the forests. The 
statewide system of 16 fire lookout towers continues to operate on high fire danger days.  Our 
fire lookouts are credited with keeping many fires small due to their quick and accurate spotting 
capabilities.  The towers fire detection efforts were supplemented by the NH Civil Air Patrol 
when the fire danger was especially high.  
Many homes in New Hampshire are located in the wildland urban interface, which is the area 
where homes and flammable wildland fuels intermix. Several of the fires during the 2016 season 
threatened structures, and a few structures were burned, a constant reminder that forest fires burn 
more than just trees.  Homeowners should take measures to prevent a wildland fire from 
spreading to their home.  Precautions include keeping your roof and gutters clear of leaves and 
pine needles, and maintaining adequate green space around your home free of flammable 
materials.  Additional information and homeowner recommendations are available at 
www.firewise.org.  Please help Smokey Bear, your local fire department, and the state’s Forest 
Rangers by being fire wise and fire safe!
As we prepare for the 2017 fire season, please remember to contact your local Forest Fire 
Warden or Fire Department to determine if a fire permit is required before doing ANY outside 
burning. Under State law (RSA 227-L:17) a fire permit is required for all outside burning, unless 
the ground is completely covered with snow. Fire permits are also available online in most towns
and may be obtained by visiting www.NHfirepermit.com. The burning of household waste is 
prohibited by the Air Resources Division of the Department of Environmental Services (DES).  
You are encouraged to contact the local fire department or DES at 603-271-3503 or 
www.des.nh.gov for more information.  Safe open burning requires your diligence and 
responsibility.  Thank you for helping us to protect New Hampshire’s forest resources.  For more 
information please contact the Division of Forests & Lands at (603) 271-2214, or online at 
www.nhdfl.org.
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2016 WILDLAND FIRE STATISTICS
(All fires reported as of December 2016)
REMEMBER, ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT WILDFIRES!
CAUSES OF FIRES REPORTED
(These numbers do not include the WMNF)
Arson Debris 
Burning
Campfire Children Smoking Railroad Equipment Lightning Misc.*
15 85 35 10 12 2 18 9 148
HISTORICAL DATA










In 2016 the Stratham Volunteer Fire Department responded to 686 emergency and service calls 
and this was the first full year of part time firefighters and EMTs at the station Monday through 
Friday. The coverage they have been able to provide has significantly helped the town with 
faster response time, increased services, and completing many projects to better prepare the Fire 
Department for emergencies in the future.
This year Chief Robert Cook Jr. decided to retire as Fire Chief and we would like to thank him 
for the countless hours he has devoted to not only the fire department but the Town of 
Stratham. Chief Cook has been instrumental in helping the department grow and develop into 
what it has become today. Chief Cook's experience, leadership and calm demeanor will surely
be missed and we wish Chief Cook the best.
I would like to take this time to thank all the family of members of the Fire Department that 
allow their loved ones to attend training, department meetings and respond at all hours of the day 
to emergencies. Their support doesn't go unnoticed.
The Stratham Fire Department Ladies Auxiliary has also been able to purchase a response trailer 
through their enormous fund raising efforts which will continue to allow the Ladies Auxiliary to 
provide the great services that they do at emergencies, the fair and other events throughout 
town.
The annual Stratham Fair was another great community event and we can't wait until the 50th 
Annual Stratham Fair this summer.
The Stratham Volunteer Fire Department is always looking for new members and if people 
would like to join the fire department there are so many areas in which they could 
help. Association meetings are the first and third Tuesday of the Month at 7:30pm at the Fire 





Type of Call 2014 2015 2016
Medical Aid 336 414 455
Service Calls 43 27 34
Mutual Aid to other Communities 13 11 22
Fire Alarm Activation 95 94 82
Carbon Monoxide Alarms 20 10 12
Structure Fires 8 13 9
Brush/Forestry Fires 13 19 8
Auto Fires 4 5 3
Auto Accidents 45 48 40
Hazardous Materials 13 23 16
Bomb Threats 0 1 0
Storm Related/downed electrical wires 6 3 3
Rescue/Water Rescue 1 5 4
Total: 597 673 688
Balance forward 1/1/2016 $367,560.31
Gross Recovered in 2016 $109,541.75
Records Release Income $0.00
Interest Earned in 2016 $840.18
Total Gross w/Interest Earned 2016 $110,381.93
EMS Training $1,057.04
EMS Conference $3,870.76
Exeter Hospital - ALS $3,505.02
Ambulance Repairs & Upgrades $2,433.08
Comstar Refunds (overpayments) $1,033.43
Bank Service Fees $554.00
Total Expenses $12,453.33
Total Net Funds for FY 2016 $97,928.60
Total Fund Balance as of 12/31/16 $465,488.91
2016 Expenses Paid from Fund
Number of Calls per Year
2016 Ambulance Recovered Funds (EMS Fund)




The primary focus of the Stratham Fair Committee is to bring community together and raise 
funds for the Stratham Volunteer Fire Association and the Stratham Volunteer Fire Department 
through a four-day agricultural Fair. The Stratham Fair also helps to raise funds for other 
community organizations such as the boy scouts, Stratham community church, Stratham softball, 
and SVFD Ladies Auxiliary. The Fair, part of the NH Association of Fairs, is held each year in 
July, 6 weeks before Labor Day weekend.  Planning and implementation for the event is done by 
a four-member board of directors for the committee.  The board meets on a weekly basis from 
November through August.
In 2016 the 49th annual Stratham Fair was held on July 21st through 24th at Stratham Hill Park.  
Weather started out very good and we had a very well attended Thursday. However, weekend 
weather declined with severe thunderstorm with hail necessitating closing of Fair early evening 
on Saturday. Special thanks to both Stratham Fire and Police for their fantastic job during the 
weather emergency. Throughout the chaos things were well organized and coordinated as 
panicked fair patrons were guided and directed to the permanent structures to wait out the storm 
and thankfully nobody was injured. Weekend attendance was down about 35% from last year 
with just over 11,000.
Despite the weather, 4H experienced strong attendance this year with over 130 children 
participating in events ranging from animal showing to club exhibits.  The Fair awarded $18,903 
to those involved.  We thank Randy Claar, Joe Drake and the many supervisors, judges and 4H 
volunteers who worked tirelessly to host another successful 4H program at the Fair.
Fiesta Shows, the carnival provider, once again offered new rides and updated entertainment.
The directors continue to put increased focus on managing the Fair like a business, working hard 
to contain expenses. However, these efforts could not offset effects of lower attendance primarily 
due to the weather. The 2016 Fair incurred a net loss of $9,993.
We look forward to better weather and a more prosperous Fair in 2017 on July 20th – 23th when 
we will celebrate our 50th anniversary! The Stratham Fair is an all-volunteer organization and 
could not happen without support from the Stratham Volunteer Fire Department and community 
members.  To volunteer at the Fair please visit the volunteer section of our website 
at http://www.strathamFair.com/volunteer/
Thank you to the many volunteers who rain or shine helped with planning, setup, and running of 
the Fair. Thank you to my fellow 2016 Directors Caren Gallagher, John Cushing, Tim Slager, 
Matt Bartel, and our Treasurer Geoffrey Graves. Without all of you this event, that brings our 
community together, would not be possible.
Respectfully Submitted,
Francisco Marin, Chair
Stratham Fair Committee 
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STRATHAM POLICE DEPARTMENT
The Stratham Police Department recorded 17,875 calls for service this past year. The following 
is an overview of some of the general types of calls we responded to and the number of times we 
responded to these types of calls in 2016:
Sexual Assault 3 Domestics 36 Burglary 9
Theft 60 Assaults 5 Town Ord. Violations 99
Arson 1 Fraud 42 House Checks 1970
Criminal Mischief 14 Harassment 16 Criminal Trespass 14
D.W.I. 39 Juvenile Incidents 53 Assist to Police Depts 294
Assist to the Public 340 Protective Escorts 3 Disturbance-Loud Party 24
Assist Fire/Rescue 481 Abandoned 911 Calls 77 Disturbance-General 19
Alarms 286 M/V Lockouts 74 Animal Incidents 195
Traffic Citations 389 M/V Accidents 217 Reckless Operation 67
M/V Warnings 2943 M/V Checkups 75 Disturbance-fights 6
Disorderly Conduct 5 Robbery 1 Drug Violations 4
The Stratham Police Department consists of 11 fulltime police officers, one part time police 
officer and the administrative assistant.  We provide police services to the town of Stratham 
twenty four hours a day, seven days a week and are ready to answer any call for assistance.
This year we were able to hire a full time officer, Cory Wynn, to fill an 11th police officer 
position that was supported by the Board of Selectmen and the legislative body at town meeting.
He comes to us from North Attleboro Ma and holds a 4 year degree in Criminal Justice from the 
Univ. of New Haven where he was a standout lacrosse player and was the kicker for the football 
team. He will graduate the NH Police Academy in April.  He has already proven himself to be an 
excellent addition to our department and we look forward to getting him back from the academy.
To celebrate the Town’s anniversary, Officer Mike Doucette suggested that a new police badge 
be designed to commemorate the event that would uniquely represent the community we protect. 
With his hard work in its design and with the support from our Board of Selectmen along with 
the Historical Society, members of the police dept. now proudly wear a new badge embossed 
with the historic Wiggin Memorial Library building along with the Town seal bearing the town 
motto. As fate would have it, the badges arrived the day before the 300th Anniversary Parade! 
We encourage all of our residents to be our active partners in keeping Stratham safe. We are 
most effective when we can respond to issues immediately. Our door is always open and we 
welcome the opportunity to further our positive bond with the members of this community.
This tough job would not get done without the dedication and commitment of each member of 
the Stratham Police Department.  For their service and effort, I am most appreciative.  As 
always, my sincere thanks to the Board of Selectmen and to our fellow town employees for their 
continued support and collaboration in service to this town.
Respectfully submitted, John V. Scippa, Chief of Police
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STRATHAM OFFICE OF EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
2016 was a successful year for Stratham’s Office of Emergency Management (OEM). Focus
early in the year was on the preparations for the FEMA-evaluated exercise of the Seabrook
Station radiological emergency plan that was held on April 5, 2016. About a dozen of the OEM
staff responded for the day to the Emergency Operations Center (EOC) at the Fire House. They
followed Stratham’s plan in response to the drill’s scenario and executed the actions that would
have been necessary if it had been a real emergency.
Other Seabrook-related activities were carried out throughout the year. An equipment inventory
at the EOC and the reporting of the OEM’s state of readiness to the State was performed
quarterly. The OEM Director met regularly with a field representative from NH Homeland
Security and Emergency Management (HSEM) to update Stratham’s maps and procedures that
are used during Seabrook-related emergencies.
Unlike the previous winter, 2016 had no large snow or ice storms that required the activation of
the EOC. However, the OEM Director received regular weather and readiness briefings from NH
Homeland Security and Emergency Management (HSEM) prior to large storms. Had a major
storm event occurred, Stratham would have been ready to respond and coordinate with HSEM.
The OEM Director represented the Town at the 12th Annual NH Emergency Preparedness
Conference in Manchester, NH and at various local and state planning and training meetings
throughout the year.
Emergency preparedness is ultimately an individual responsibility which starts in each of our
own homes with our own families. Stratham’s OEM suggests that residents prepare themselves
by keeping adequate emergency supplies and stock at home and by reviewing the annual
Seabrook calendar of emergency information. NH HSEM has developed a new program, NH
Alerts, a free service to inform and protect residents by delivering prompt notifications. Please
visit www.readynh.gov . In addition FEMA maintains a web site at ready.gov which can aid you
in preparedness for various emergencies.
The Office of Emergency Management is a volunteer organization that coordinates its work with
all Town departments. Residents interested becoming a volunteer with the Stratham Office of
Emergency Management should contact the Director at DBarr@StrathamNH.gov.
Respectfully Submitted,
David P. Barr, Director
Office of Emergency Management
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PLANNING BOARD/TOWN PLANNER
The year 2016 continued the busy and productive nature of 2016 for both the Planning Board and 
Planning Department.  Planning Board activity was quite similar to 2015 presenting 6 Site Plan 
Review applications, 4 Conditional use permits, 2 Subdivision applications, and 1 Subdivision 
amendment; a number of zoning amendments were also considered related to Gateway District 
permit processing; the introduction of Accessory Dwelling Units, and several ‘clean-up’ type 
revisions. Commendation to all staff, boards and committees for their continued efforts and 
diligence in review.
In addition to the specific development projects and amendment work undertaken by the 
Planning Board, much time was devoted to a more generalized review and analysis of current 
laws and previous amendments; how do the regulations work together? Are they establishing the 
desired result?  The key to this aspect of the process—while often driven by a current proposal—
is encouraging the Town and Townspeople to work collaboratively—the heart of planning for 
our community.
The Planning and Building/Code Enforcement Departments continue to expand the use of the 
Avitar land-use permit software system to better manage applications/approvals and improve 
interdepartmental communications and efficiency. New technology being considered to assist 
with our ever diminishing storage capacity is document management systems that would both 
reduce the physical storage demands and provide greater utility and ease of sharing information 
with the public.  Utilizing digitized land-use applications, plans, and historical records, as well as 
the growing permit tracking database, has greatly improved staff efficiency and our ability to 
communicate with the public whether as public inquiries or throughout the permitting process.
Additionally, staff has been working closely with CAI, who hosts the Town GIS data and online 
maps to enhance the Department’s ability to relay information to review bodies and the public 
while also maintaining a digital interface with the Assessing and other Town Departments. 
Currently underway is a process to update the GIS to current operating system needs.  
Moving to 2017 and beyond, the Planning Department is intending to move forward with an 
update to the Town Master Plan; a process that has not been completed in a holistic manner since 
1985.  Yes, such an update is long overdue and recent proposals and changes in our Town have 
indicated the need to step back to revisit, as a Town, our goals for the future of Stratham.
As ever, the Planning Department encourages you to come visit with the staff of the Planning 
Department office to learn—and stay informed—of what’s occurring in Stratham.  We are 
always available to discuss current and pending projects that each affect the Town and our 
neighborhoods; your input and participation helps us to serve you.
Respectfully submitted, 
Tavis J. Austin, AICP Michael Houghton
Town Planner Planning Board Chair
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CODE ENFORCEMENT / BUILDING INSPECTION
The first year as your Building/Zoning Official has passed quickly as I’ve gotten better 
acquainted with many of you, members of Stratham boards, and the staff in the Town offices. 
The Building Department continues to strive to make improvements in record keeping and 
archiving, service to the community, and safety in buildings, new and old, while watching the 
bottom line.
With the improving economy comes more investment in commercial enterprises, remodeling of 
existing homes, and construction of new homes. Lindt continues to expand with a new 
production line and a new chiller plant in the works.  On Portsmouth Avenue, construction has 
begun on AutoFair II, The Bean Group Realty has renovated and moved into #94, Ocean State 
Job Lots bought the King’s Plaza and is renovating 44,000 sq.ft, and various renovations have 
taken place at The Stratham Plaza, Talbot’s Plaza, Irving, Market Basket, and Citizen’s Bank.
New homes have been built, or are being built, on Blossom Ln, Sanctuary Way, Bittersweet Ln, 
Market St, High St, Leigh Circle, and Jacqueline Way. Several of the older homes in Town have 
seen improvements in appearance and code compliance as they are bought, remodeled, and 
resold.
I remind you that we are here to assist you with your building projects.  Even if you are just 
contemplating a project, please contact us.  We can come to your home or business for a pre-
construction consultation and guide you through the permitting and inspection process.  
Permitting does vary from town to town, so please remind your contractors that permits are 
required for roofing, siding, and replacement windows and doors.  The inspections that follow
the permitting are your protection that the job is done correctly and to code.  Our office is open 
and staffed from 8:30 am until 4:00 pm, five days a week.
Permitting Report
Residential Building 265 Commercial Building 30
Electrical 171 Demolition 11
Plumbing 60 Oil Burner 18
Gas Piping 92 Driveway 19







Due to the timing of submission of information for the annual report, we were not able to include 
the final report from the Department of Revenue Administration regarding the audit of 
Stratham’s Assessing Department records.  The purpose of the audit is to verify the accuracy of 
the property record cards, exemptions and credits; applications for land that has been placed in 
current use and property that is in a conservation easement in addition to other things. This 
review is completed every five years and the results are then reported to Stratham’s Board of 
Selectmen and also to New Hampshire’s Assessing Standards Board. I frequently refer to this as 
the Assessing Department’s ‘report card’.  That said, I am very pleased to report that the 
Assessing Department has met all the required criteria in order to pass the audit.
Supplying general Assessing information and the process in which we determine the assessments 
is of the upmost importance and a goal that we continue to strive to meet. We do this in hopes to 
increase transparency, awareness and trust on how one of your greatest assets is valued.  
2016 brought some exciting technological updates to the Assessing Department. Working in 
conjunction with the Planning and Building Departments we added online GIS maps to our 
website as yet another resource of information for the public to access. By visiting 
www.strathamnh.gov the public can search properties via address, map & lot number, and owner 
name. Users can also choose from different base maps (google, bing) and add or remove 
different layers of information depending on what they are looking for. We have had a great 
amount of positive comments from the public regarding this addition. You can access this 
mapping function on our newly revamped website www.strathamnh.gov. The new Town 
website design is easier to navigate with its “Find It Fast” feature. In addition, the new calendar 
function lets visitors to the website know exactly what, where and when something is happening.
For those who like to receive information the old fashion way, information can still be obtained 
over the counter or via the public computer by visiting the Town offices. In addition, please feel 
free to contact our office via phone or email.
Respectfully submitted,
Andrea Lewy 
Andrea S. Lewy, Town Assessor
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ENERGY COMMISSION
Beginning in August 2012, the commission established clear goals of reducing town costs 
associated with its own buildings.  Using software to benchmark historical costs and site 
analyses to investigate potential improvements, the commission has identified short and long 
term goals for the town as it relates to energy consumption.
The Stratham Energy Commission will serve as an advisory committee to the Stratham Board of 
Selectmen on issues related to energy, conservation, greenhouse gas reduction and sustainability.  
The goal of the SEC is to promote and encourage energy conservation measures for Stratham’s 
residents, businesses and municipal operations.  The commission will work with the Town staff 
to review current energy efficiency practices and possible future actions.  The commission’s 
work will be available to the Planning Board as a resource with respect to energy consideration 
in the next Master Plan update.  The commission will also work with non-profit organizations for 
technical assistance in a variety of areas.  Some of the commission’s objectives include:
• Increase public awareness and encourage participation in the reduction of energy 
consumption and carbon emissions; opportunities relating to sustainability and renewable
energy sources
• Research energy issues and actions taken by other Local Energy Commissions in NH
• Gather educational and informational resources for the use of Stratham residents and
businesses
• Develop a plan to address the short and long term energy needs of Stratham.  
• Assess the Town building energy usage by implementing a benchmarking software 
program
• Conduct an energy audit of each municipal building
• Research energy efficiency standards and regulations being implemented by the State of 
New Hampshire’s Department of Energy and Planning
• Research grant and rebate opportunities through the local utility company and other 
sources
• Develop recommendations to the Board of Selectmen to improve efficiencies in energy 
and fuel use town wide
The commission re-established the town’s utility billing data in the EPA’s analysis software 
Portfolio Manager, using historical data for each of the town’s major buildings.  The combination 
of benchmarking their energy consumption and physically auditing the buildings and their 
systems allowed the commission to develop recommendations and observations of the current 
town building stock. In 2015, in coordination with student projects from UNH, similar auditing 
and benchmarking has incorporated the facilities for Stratham Memorial School and the 
Cooperative Middle School. The commission continues to update the town facility information 
annually for building benchmarking purposes.
The commission has had discussions with the local gas and electric utility to discuss rate options, 
natural gas expansion, and incentive programs that are applicable to town buildings.  The 
commission has, and continues to, evaluate and recommend options for third party supply 
options for its energy needs.
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This past year, the commission has revisited opportunities for siting renewable energy 
installations that would lower energy expenditures to the town over the lifetime of the energy 
system. The commission also partnered with the Police Department to identify and re-
commission the HVAC system, installing better temperature controls and repairing faulty 
ductwork leading to wasted energy delivery and inconsistent thermal comfort. Additionally; 
various locations are being considered for a potential Solar installation(s). 
The commission looks to expand its analysis of buildings whose operational costs impact the 
citizens of Stratham.  The commission intends to hold more educational gatherings to help 
interested residents with energy-related technologies and offerings.  The commission will 
continually investigate the opportunities to partner with other groups to look at any programs and 
projects that will allow the town to benefit from lower operating costs, better energy production 
technologies, and better education as it relates to the use of energy within the town and region.
Respectively submitted,
Michael J. Welty, Chair
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PUBLIC WORKS COMMISSION
As an advisory board to the Board of Selectmen, the Public Works Commission monitors and 
advises the Selectmen on various issues pertaining to water resources as well as wastewater and 
storm water issues as they arise.  
The Public Works Commission continued its efforts to assess strategies to develop water and 
wastewater infrastructure in the Gateway Commercial, and Town Center Districts. Stratham 
staff, Exeter staff, appointed representatives from each community, and elected officials 
continued discussions initiated in 2013 regarding a collaborative approach to water and 
wastewater services between the two communities. This effort resulted in an inter-municipal 
agreement for Stratham to receive water supply from Exeter.  While the PWC anticipated similar 
discussions in 2016 with Exeter, resulting in an agreement regarding wastewater beneficial to 
both communities, no such agreement has been made.  The PWC will continue to follow and 
participate in regional discussions with respect to wastewater and seek the most effective and 
least cost option for Stratham to meet the goals set for the Gateway and Town Center Districts, 
as well as regulatory obligations.
In 2013, the Public Works Commission monitored and reported on regional storm water 
regulatory developments including the pending MS4 Storm Water Permit expected to be issued 
to Stratham in the fall of 2015. 2016 has now passed and the EPA has not issued the permit. It 
is now expected that this permit will be issued in 2017, but no clear dates have been announced.
The Public Works Commission will assist and advise the Selectmen in Stratham’s response to 
the MS4 requirements when the permit is issued and as requested.
In 2016, the PWC assisted residents of the Wiggin Farm subdivision as they sought to improve
the water supply to their small community water system by connecting to and purchasing water 
from a neighboring public water system.  The PWC concluded that this option was best and 
reported the finding to the Selectmen. Action is still pending on their request.
The Public Works Commission is looking forward to the year ahead and working for the Board 
of Selectmen and with Town staff to continue progress in advancing the Gateway Commercial, 






In 2016, the Conservation Commission was pleased to receive two awards during the Southeast 
Land Trust’s Annual Meeting and Conservation Celebration. One award given was for the 35 
acres conserved in 2015 via the Short Easement, which ensures continued public use of trails 
within the Stratham Hill Park trail network and permanently protects an area labeled the Highest 
Ranking Habitat for animals and plants by NH Fish and Game. The second honor received was 
for 29 acres conserved through the Zarnowski tract, which includes 600+ feet of frontage on the 
tidal Squamscott River and salt marshes, and helps protect the water quality of the river.
Commission Member Donna Jensen continued her work on the Exeter-Squamscott River Local 
Advisory Committee, a group comprised of citizen volunteers living in towns along the river, 
working together to protect water quality, water quantity, wildlife habitat, and recreational 
opportunities. With projects such as the Exeter dam removal and plans such as the construction 
of a new wastewater treatment plant on the Squamscott River in Exeter, the Committee remained 
busy this year reviewing and commenting on issues affecting the river.
Chairman Allison Knab remained on the Forest Management Committee, which received its 
commissioned Forest Management Plan this year. The plan’s recommendations include
removing invasive species from Stratham Hill Park and Town Forest and doing minimal tree 
clearing to ensure viewsheds within the park; work on these projects has begun.
The Commission was proud to participate in the 300th anniversary parade this fall, with a float 
themed around composting. We also held the 12th annual town-wide roadside clean-up day, an 
event made a success by dedicated volunteers, plus the help of Highway Agent Colin Laverty 
and Town Administrator Paul Deschaine, New Hampshire the Beautiful for donating trash bags, 
Lindt Chocolate for providing chocolate bars, and BR Jones Roofing for donating gloves and 
orange vests. In 2017, we will hold the clean-up day slightly later, on May 6th, in hopes of 
warmer weather.
As an advisory group to the Board of Selectmen, Board of Adjustment, and the Planning Board, 
the Commission is responsible for following directives outlined in the master plan to preserve 
land and educate members of the community about conservation practices. The Commission is 
tasked with making recommendations to town boards regarding land use practices, responding to 
wetland applications, monitoring easements, and providing guidance to landowners and 
developers on projects that have potential wetlands impacts.
Want to keep up to date on Conservation Commission activities? The Stratham Conservation 
Commission has an active Facebook page. You can also receive emails about conservation 
activities and programs by going to the town website at www.strathamnh.gov, then clicking 
on Subscribe to News and selecting the Conservation Commission. Also keep an eye out for our 
articles in Stratham Magazine.





Exeter-Squamscott River Local Advisory Committee
20th Anniversary
The Exeter-Squamscott River is enrolled in the New Hampshire 
Rivers Management and Protection Program, a unique 
partnership between citizens, towns, and state government
designed to promote and protect the river’s outstanding natural 
and cultural resources. The Exeter-Squamscott River Local 
Advisory Committee (ESRLAC) is comprised of citizen 
volunteers living in towns along the river, vested in working 
together to protect water quality, water quantity, wildlife habitat
and recreational opportunities.  The Exeter-Squamscott River is 
one river with two names, reflecting the fresh water (Exeter 
River) and salt water (Squamscott River) portions of this major 
tributary to Great Bay.    
ESRLAC celebrated its 20th year of stewardship of the river in 
2016.  The year was marked by communal discussion and review 
of significant projects along the river – the removal of Great 
Dam in downtown Exeter, the construction of a new arts 
complex at Phillips Exeter Academy in Exeter, and the 
construction of a new wastewater treatment plant on the 
Squamscott River in Exeter. ESRLAC reviewed these 
development proposals and provided comments to local boards 
and state agencies. ESRLAC also reviewed smaller scale 
development proposals in several towns for work along the river, 
including expansion of commercial buildings and installation of 
septic systems.  ESRLAC reviews all plans closely to identify 
and recommend ways in which water quality in the river may be 
protected through stormwater management and other 
conservation minded development practices. ESRLAC lost a 
long-term and valued member in 2016, Peter Richardson of 
Exeter. 
In 2017, ESRLAC will release a new and improved website, 
designed to communicate important river related information.  In 
addition, the Committee will continue working with residents,
towns, developers, state agencies and other groups involved in 
land development and land conservation along the river.
ESRLAC seeks members from all communities in the watershed.
If you are a resident of Chester, Raymond, Fremont, Sandown, 
Danville, Kingston, East Kingston, Brentwood, Kensington, 
Exeter, Stratham, or Newfields and are interested in joining 
ESRLAC, please call the Rockingham Planning Commission at 




















STRATHAM HILL PARK ASSOCIATION
The Stratham Hill Park Association had yet another great year promoting new programs, 
maintenance practices, and safety within the park.  Johannes Stromski, a local Boy Scout 
working towards his Eagle Scout accreditation, proposed installing rescue zones within Stratham 
Hill Park.  Johannes worked closely with Dan Crow and the Stratham Fire Dept., creating and
identifying rescue zones within various areas of the park.  The rescue zones will be used to aid 
emergency dispatching, police, and fire/ems professionals to quickly locate persons in distress.  
A new Nice Rink ice rink kit was purchased to provide an inviting ice rink skating area at the 
park. New LED lighting has been installed to provide plenty of light for evening ice skating and 
ice hockey.  A new Honda snow blower was purchased along with creating a new equipment 
storage facility to provide easier maintenance to the Stratham Hill Park professional staff.  
A Forest Management Plan was created by Forester Charles Moreno and accepted by The 
Stratham Board of Selectmen.  The plan focuses on the management of view sheds at the top of 
Stratham Hill Park, invasive species management, and trail maintenance to name a few.  The 
Park Association supports the plan created and has requested that The Stratham Highway 
Department begin selectively removing and pruning trees as required to restore view sheds in the 
direction of Great Bay, Newfields and Pawtuckaway.  The Highway Department has begun 
restoring the view sheds in the direction of Newfields and Pawtuckaway.  This work will be 
completed in June of 2017. 
The Annual Gordon Barker Mountain Bike Race was cancelled this year due to low enrollment.
The Park Association met with the Stratham Recreation office and asked that the Thursday Night 
Mountain Bike Series be named the Gordon Barker Mountain Bike Series to honor the legacy 
and dedication that Gordon Barker gave the Park Association and Stratham Hill Park.
The Park Association is working towards creating a new fundraiser, bringing new and exciting 
activities to Stratham Hill Park.  There has been discussion of creating an ice hockey tournament 
fundraiser to be played on the newly created ice rink.  The Park Association is seeking new 
members to continue to provide new ideas to make Stratham Hill Park the great place that it is 
today. 
Lastly, I would like to take the time to thank Dan Crow, who served as The Park Association 
President for many years.  Dan recently stepped down as President to spend more time with his 
family but still serves as The Park Association Vice President.   Dan’s dedication, time, and 
efforts have made Stratham Hill Park what it is today.  Thank you Dan!
I am honored to be the Park Association’s President and will continue to uphold the integrity and 
beauty that Stratham Hill Park provides to the community.
Respectfully submitted, Colin P. Laverty, Park Association President
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Renovations to the Parking Area at the end 
of Jack Rabbit Lane, a popular spot to park 
and access the trails at the Park
PARKS & RECREATION
The Stratham Parks and Recreation Department would like to thank all of the volunteers that 
made 2016 a huge success. Thank you to the volunteer coaches and sports boards that gave their 
time, the employees from Liberty Mutual and Timberland that gave hundreds of hours to the 
Parks, to the Board and Committee members that contributed to making 2016 a fun and 
rewarding year.
Winter at the Park in 2016 was a dry one, a stark contrast to the year before. Despite this, the 
Department still offered sledding, ice skating and also started a fat bike rental program.  The 
Department purchased six fat bikes from Colonial Bicycle in Portsmouth.  A bike can be rented
online for $20 for three hours. Our fleet of bikes includes two children bikes, so the whole family 
can join in on the fun! The Department also invested in a new snow groomer to help with the 
maintenance of the trails during the winter months. 
Despite the winter weather being quiet, the number of visitors to the Park increased in early 
2016, and was a continuing trend through the year. The department offered two snowshoeing 
treks that were popular despite the lack of snow. A growing diversity of trail users has aided in 
the popularity of the Park. 
The Department hit the trails early in the spring with assistance from Timberland and Liberty 
Mutual to construct six new bridges and construct or reestablish over three miles of trails. In 
mid-July the Department partnered with the Stratham Highway Department to install a new 
bridge on the Barker Trail. This trail renovation 
and bridge installation was one of the larger 
trail construction projects in recent years. The 
efforts of the Department was complimented 
by a local trail steward who constructed over a 
mile of new trail within the trail network, a 
huge thanks to Joel for his efforts in creating 
these new trails.
All of this trail work was appreciated during 
our spring Trail Running series. The 
Department hosted five Thursday evening 
races along a 5K loop that participants could 
either run once or twice.  The weekly turnout 
was a success; this is a race series that will be 
continued in 2017. Each week we gained more participants and provided a great primer to our 
annual Summer Bike series. These two series have proven to be effective fundraising events to 
assist in the trail network that is always in need of maintenance and improvements. The trail 
maps at the Park and surrounding network of trails were styled into a new map in 2016. Rescue 
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points were also established and plotted on the new maps to provide easier access to patrons that 
are in need of assistance. Thank you to Johannes Stromski for completing the rescue zone as his 
Eagle Scout project. 
Despite the ever growing popularity of the trails and the Park, the Department was forced to 
cancel the Gordon Barker “No Brakes” Bike Race and the Fire Tower 5K due to low 
participation. The Gordon Barker legacy will be continued with the successful summer bike 
series carrying his name in 2017. It was a heartfelt decision to cancel these two events, but the 
Park Association that had hosted them in the past felt that it was prudent to reevaluate the events. 
Moving forward the Stratham Hill Park Association is always open to new fundraising events to 
host at the Park. 
The summer months were busy for the Parks and Recreation Department. Our successful 
summer day at camp at Stratham Memorial School was filled each day, and held a wait list for 
most weeks. The Department offered a variety of weeklong themed camps that also proved to be 
well received by the community. The nine weeks of races at the Park kept everyone moving 
during the summer and were complemented by Pizza at the Park on Thursday evenings. The 
Departments partnership with Stove Oven Catering was a success. Although the lines could be 
long depending on the weather, the pizza was always hot and fresh. The Department is always 
looking for opportunities to partner with local businesses, please contact us if you have any ideas 
that you would like to explore with your business.
In the fall the Department partnered with the 
Stratham Memorial School PTO and the 
300th Anniversary Committee to host ‘Family 
Fun Day’ at Stratham Hill Park. The event 
was a huge success. Thank you for all those 
volunteered to make it happened. We are 
excited to offer this event again in 2017; we 
are looking for sponsors to help in offsetting 
some the expenses associated with the event. 
Youth sports have always been the backbone 
of the Recreation Department. There were 
several significant changes that occurred 
during 2016 for youth sports. Late in the 
summer it was announced that the Stratham 
Soccer board would be dissolved. This proved to be challenge for the Department, but the season 
was a success and the program was pulled together in such a fashion that the majority of 
participants were unaware of the change. The Department will be spending time in the first part 
of 2017 rebuilding a soccer board.  Any residents interested in volunteering for the soccer board 
Bubble Soccer was just of one of the exciting 
activities at Family Fun Day on October 15th
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or any of the other sports boards or the Recreation Commission should contact the Recreation 
Department. We are always in need of volunteers. 
The Department introduced new registration software towards the end of 2016. All accounts on 
our old system have been abandoned. The new system, Rec Desk, has proven to be very user 
friendly and proved to be an economical means of collecting registration and managing facility 
space, at both Stratham Hill Park and the Municipal Center. The new site can be found 
at, stratham.recdesk.com. If you have not yet, we would encourage all residents to have an 
account set up in our new system to ensure that you continue to get our news and 
announcements. 
The Department added a new ice skating surface at Stratham Hill Park. Huge thank you to the 
Stratham Hill Park Association for making this happen. At the park the Department is planning 
on replacing the water system at the Park and finish paving the main lot as well as repaving the 
roadway throughout the park during 2017. 
Thank you to the Stratham Highway Department for the construction of the two new sheds at 
Stevens Park. These two structures are sure to last for a very long time and serve the community 
well. As always huge thanks to our Park Ranger, Kim Woods, for continued dedication to 
Stratham Hill Park. What a wonderful asset to the community! We are always open to 
suggestions, please contact the Parks and Recreation Department with any comments or concerns 
you may have, (603) 772-7450.
We look forward to fun filled 2017! Follow us on Facebook for updates and more… stay 





Start Here, Go Anywhere!
The Wiggin Memorial Library had a successful 2016 from usage to impact. Our collections and 
circulation grew, our programs reached more people than ever before, our relationships with the 
community deepened, and public support exceeded all expectations. 
The state of our library is strong. Libraries look much different today than when our parents were 
young – one look at all the wires will confirm that.  Now, technologies change seemingly 
overnight and we are offering recreational and informational resources to the public in all the 
formats that people are asking for.  This means that the public library collection has materials in 
all shapes and sizes: Books, CDs, DVDs, a telescope, magazines and even shapeless resources 
like BrainHQ or Hoopla. The main reasons that libraries are as essential today as ever though,
are the ways in which the library has not changed.  We still help people get the information, 
stories, and learning opportunities they want and need to make their lives better. And, here in the 
small public library, we do it with a smile and we get to know your name.
In 2016, Steve Barker wrote an editorial in the Washington Post arguing that local governments 
should focus on smaller libraries – that small libraries and their staff can better target collections 
and offerings to their specific constituents and that with more and more resources moving online, 
patrons are likely to relish the personalized, face-to-face interactions that come with a small
library. We couldn’t agree more – we see the success of this every day. 
We’re here for you. We’re happy to see you and we want to get you where you need to be 
whether that’s through information about what car is the most reliable, how to use something 
online, what author’s books will get you through the winter or a chance to meet local candidates. 
We’ll bring books to your house after surgery, keep you posted on what’s happening in town, 
and let you know what we’re reading that we think you would like. Stop by or visit our new web 
site (library.strathamnh.gov) and discover all that is available to you at your public library.
2016 By the Numbers
Our Mission
To inspire readers, enrich lives, and create community.
Respectfully submitted, 
Lesley Kimball Library Director
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HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
2016 was a productive and safe year for the Highway Department.  Although there was not an 
abundance of snowfall this winter, Highway crews spent the winter working on tree trimming 
sight lines within the Town right of ways.  Highway crews also assisted with building 
maintenance throughout all town maintained buildings.  This included the interior restoration and 
painting of the Stratham Historical Society building along with the painting and carpentry work 
within the Hutton Meeting Room and Meeting Room A and B at the Municipal Center.  This 
work kept crews busy throughout the winter 
and saved the town money from not having to 
hire a contractor to complete these projects.  
In the spring, crews constructed new sheds 
for Stevens Park Recreation programs.  The 
new sheds served for a new irrigation and 
utilities shed along with a new soccer and 
softball shed.  After the completion of this 
work, crews transitioned to grounds 
maintenance of all town maintained 
properties including cemeteries.  The grounds 
were nicely landscaped for Memorial Day.  
The Highway Department focused on pavement preservation and construction set forth by the 
annual pavement evaluation study.  This is a plan that was put in place as an annual assessment 
that numerically ranks the condition of all town maintained roadways, which in turn has 
developed a comprehensive financial plan to maintain the roads. This annual evaluation can be 
found on our website at http://www.strathamnh.gov/highway-department Crews crack sealed, 
overlaid, and reconstructed several streets and parking lots in town. 
The Highway Department completed the 
construction of the Barbra Senko Reading Garden 
located at The Wiggin Memorial Library.  The 
Highway Department designed and constructed a 
space that invites library patrons to enjoy an 
outdoor space to read or conduct other library 
related activities.  Interconnected concrete paver 
walkways provide Library staff members and 
patrons safe passage from the Municipal Center 
parking lot and Market Street to the Library. 
Plantings, turf areas, and benches were added to 
aesthetically landscape the area.  
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In late summer, The Highway Department completed landscape and drainage improvements
within the Maple Lane Cemetery.  Drainage swales were installed to mitigate storm water runoff 
from Emery Lane to the cemetery.  New plantings, turf, and granite bollards were installed 
within the Cemetery.  The new bollards identify The Harmony Hill Cemetery, a section within 
the Maple Lane Cemetery. As residents and town employees dealt with a record drought in 
2016, the Highway Department focused on planting drought tolerant plants and grass seed on 
various projects which require minimal watering over the course of the summer months.  
The Highway Department concluded the year with providing a complete traffic management 
plan for the 300th Anniversary Parade and November Presidential Elections.  Both events 
required strategic planning with many committees and agencies.  The two events went off 
without a hitch, the events had great turnouts and everyone who attended remained safe.  
The Highway Department is looking forward to another safe and prosperous year in 2017.  
Thank you to the Citizens of Stratham for your continued support.  Should you have any 






MOSQUITO CONTROL (DRAGON MOSQUITO CONTROL, INC.)
The 2016 mosquito season dried up like a streambed during a drought. Mosquito counts and 
insecticide use were down for 2016. The drought’s impact on the plant and animal kingdom has 
been devastating in many areas. There were noticeably fewer mosquitos.
Disease test results revealed only one batch of West Nile Virus (WNV) mosquitoes from 
Nashua. No human cases were reported in NH. No evidence of Eastern Equine Encephalitis 
(EEE) in the state this year. This was no surprise given the severity of the drought.  Hot, dry 
summers favor WNV while wet years favor EEE. 
Aside from the drought, ZIKA Virus was another big story dominating the headlines this year. 
We continue to look for the Asian tiger mosquito, Aedes albopictus, known to transmit ZIKA in 
southern states and other countries. This mosquito has been found in MA and CT. Fortunately, 
no species of mosquitoes capable of transmitting the ZIKA virus have been found in NH yet. It’s 
expected to make its way into the state eventually as the climate warms. Until such time, we’ll 
identify the potential larval habitats used by this mosquito and set traps to catch and identify
adult mosquitoes.
Adult mosquitoes were monitored at four locations throughout town. Mosquitoes were collected 
in light traps, identified to species, and select species were sent to the State Lab in Concord 
where they were tested for diseases. None of the mosquitoes collected in Stratham tested positive 
for disease in 2016. Dragon has identified 104 larval mosquito habitats in the Town of Stratham. 
Crews checked larval habitats 408 times throughout the season. There were 209 treatments to 
eliminate mosquito larvae. In addition, 566 catch basin treatments were made to combat disease 
carrying mosquitoes. Spraying to control adult mosquitoes was conducted along roadways, at 
Stratham Hill Park and Stevens Park last season. 
The proposed 2017 Mosquito Control plan for Stratham includes trapping mosquitoes for disease 
testing, sampling wetlands for larval mosquito activity, larviciding where mosquito larvae are 
found, efficacy monitoring, spraying along roadways, in Stratham Hill Park and Stevens Park 
and emergency spraying when a public health threat exists. The control program begins in April 
when mosquito larvae are found in stagnant water. Trapping adult mosquitoes begins in July. 
The mosquito control program ends in October when temperatures drop and daylight diminishes. 
Residents who do not want their property sprayed may use our No-Spray Registry online 
at www.DragonMosquito.com/No-Spray-Registry or write to Dragon Mosquito Control, P.O. 
Box 46, Stratham, NH 03885. Be sure to include your name, physical address, phone number, 
description of your property, and road frontage. Please register every year. We’re updating the 
no-spray list. If we haven’t heard from you in five years, then it’s time to re-register. Inquiries 
may be emailed to help@dragonmosquito.com or call the office at 734-4144. You may call or 
email our office for assistance regarding mosquitoes, insecticides or questions about EEE or 
WNV. Check out our web site: www.dragonmosquito.com where you can request a larval 
survey, sign up for email alerts or follow us on Twitter and Facebook.
Respectfully submitted, Sarah MacGregor, President, Dragon Mosquito Control
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STRATHAM HISTORICAL SOCIETY, INC.
In 2016 we entered our 47th season collecting and preserving historical memories for the Town 
of Stratham. We had many contributors of items for our collections during the year including a 
Town and City Atlas of the State of NH, 1892, from Fred Hutton; the Marston Family 
Genealogy, 1888, from the North Hampton Library; an 1860 letter to Hannah Bartlett, donated 
by Anne Sloan; purchase of an Andrew Wiggin advertising flyer circa 1850 for over 50,000 fruit 
trees; and many scanned photos and documents. I would also like to thank Linwood Wickett for 
his photo restoration project of the 1918 and 1966 town parades and for his many photos of 300th
Anniversary events.
We have continued to provide articles for the Stratham Magazine. “Postcards from Stratham” 
appears in every issue. Most issues contain an additional article of historical interest. 
Our January program was by Charles Doleac outlining the history that led up to the treaty 
conference in Portsmouth in 1713 and its impact on the Wabanaki Indian tribes and rights of 
indigenous peoples. In March, Stephen Taylor of the NH Humanities Council spoke of NH’s 
Grange Movement: Its Rise, Triumphs, and Decline. The Grange was integral to rural life dating 
back to the 1880s. April brought our usual successful Annual Appraisal Day. The next one will 
be on April 9, 2017. And in May we had our Annual Meeting and potluck supper which is 
always an enjoyable social event for members and guests. 
At the Fair in July, our display in the 4-H building was a collection of memorabilia celebrating 
Stratham’s 300th Anniversary. On July 25th, I rode with Bob Ryan who represented the Society 
by driving his 1923 Butcher’s Delivery truck in the 300th celebration parade. For our September 
program, a UNH Co-op Extension volunteer presented a slideshow on “350 Years of Wild 
Wildlife”, reviewing how wildlife has evolved with the changes to the land in the past 350 years. 
Our November program featured Sharon Wood, a role player and Chautauquan presenter through 
the NH Humanities Council. She portrayed the mother of a heroic soldier from Amherst, NH, 
who lost his life at Gettysburg. Sensitive reflection and family sacrifices were depicted. 
All of our regular programs were co-hosted by the Wiggin Memorial Library. 
This year the $1,000 Winfield L. Foote Scholarships went to five rising high school seniors. 
There were no applications this year from rising Junior and Senior College students, or from 
Grad Students. Application forms are available on the Town website, strathamnh.gov. Click on 
Committees/Groups, then on Historical Society, then on Scholarships. The Society also saw fit to 
donate $500.00 to the Stratham Police Dept for new shields and $1,500.00 to the Wiggin 
Memorial Library for an ongoing digitalization of SHS photos and documents so they will be 
available to the public on line. These were done through Benefactor Grants. 
In closing, I want to thank our past president, Pat Sapienza, for all the years of service to the 
Society and Town. These will be hard shoes to fill! We thank the residents of the Town for your 
support. 
Respectfully Submitted, Bruce A. Kerr, President
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HERITAGE COMMISSION
The Heritage Commission was established by the Town to be responsible for “the proper 
recognition, use and protection of resources… that are valued for their historic, cultural, 
aesthetic, or community significance.”
HERITAGE RECOGNITION, USE AND PROTECTION:
This year the commission, working with the Board of Selectmen and the New Hampshire 
Preservation Alliance, brought to a successful conclusion its effort to permanently protect the 
historic Lane Homestead. Our February educational program highlighted the property’s history 
and significant architectural features as well as explaining how a preservation easement will 
serve to protect the town’s interest in preserving one of our most important landmarks. Town 
Meeting voted resoundingly in favor of appropriating $250,000 to fund the easement. At the end 
of July the Lane Homestead passed to the new owner with the conditions of the preservation 
easement permanently attached to the deed, removing forever the threat of demolition or 
destructive redevelopment while accommodating future economic viability. In October, in 
recognition of the preservation easement and the $100,000 supporting grant from the Land and 
Community Heritage Investment Program, the commission joined with the Preservation Alliance 
and LCHIP in a celebration at the Lane Homestead.
The commission worked with a preservation consultant to prepare and submit the nomination of 
the old Stratham Town Hall to the New Hampshire State Register of Historic Places. In 
December the New Hampshire Division of Historical Resources determined the building eligible 
for the register because of its historic role in Stratham’s political and social life and for its 
architecture as a rare example of a “Second Empire” style town hall. Final listing is pending.
The commission’s Demolition Review Committee considered four demolition permit 
applications that were eligible for review. In one instance, the application to demolish a historic 
house, we were able to persuade the property owners to reconsider. Another two applications 
were for barns that the committee deemed to be of historic significance and documented the 
structures prior to the permits being issued. The Heritage Commission is concerned about the 
tenuous condition of many historic Stratham barns and the burden that their repair and 
maintenance places on owners. This year the commission supported the granting of tax relief for 
one barn owner eligible for the RSA 79-D Historic Barn Tax Incentive. This modest level of 
assistance is insufficient for many barn owners and the commission will work with town and 
state officials to develop additional means to advance barn preservation. 
The commission has reached an agreement with the Planning Board to examine the zoning of 
Portsmouth Avenue east of the Town Center with an eye to addressing both property owner 
concerns and the need to protect the remaining historic homes and rural landscapes.  
The commission is also committed to pursuing listing the historic Chase’s Tavern/Emery Farm at
16 Emery Lane to the National Register of Historic Places.
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Member Wallace Stuart maintains the commission’s Facebook page that brings recognition to 
Stratham’s historic properties and to issues in historic preservation. Please visit our growing 
collection of photographs and “friend” the Stratham Heritage Commission.
ADVISE AND ASSIST:
The commission continues to work with the Board of Selectmen to protect the town-owned 
Bartlett-Cushman House that this year saw much needed window repairs, exterior repairs and 
painting. With the Selectmen we continue to explore the most effective means to encourage 
reuse of the building, engaging with both the N.H. Preservation Alliance and a commercial real 
estate agent who is a board member of that organization.
The town this year acquired the land adjacent to Greenwood Cemetery that had formerly been 
the site of the Baptist Church that in 1981was moved next to Stratham Community Church. To 
recognize both the history of what is now called Parker Hall and the 300th anniversary of the 
founding of the church an interpretive sign is planned. Commission chair Rebecca Mitchell 
worked with the church History Committee to prepare the text and illustrations for the sign.
Commission member Nathan Merrill represents the commission on the Technical Review 
Committee of the Planning Board, contributing his time and expertise to reviewing proposals 
within the Gateway and Town Center Districts. Most notably, member Florence Wiggin
concluded her years of indefatigable service on the 300th Anniversary Committee, including a 
starring role in the commemorative play, “Inspired by the Past.”
VETERANS’ GARDEN: 
This year we worked with Board of Selectmen to clarify and revise the policy for engraving 
names on bricks and monuments. The policy is available on the Heritage Commission’s page of 
the Town website. A printable copy of the form for submitting names for engraving is also 
available on the website or in hard copy at the Town Clerk’s Office and at the Wiggin Memorial 
Library. We are grateful to volunteer Tracey McGrail who reviews applications and works with 
the engraving company.
The Heritage Commission meets on the second Wednesday of the month at 7PM. We welcome 
visitors to our meetings and there is always work for volunteers for short or long-term projects.
Respectfully submitted,
Rebecca Mitchell, Chair  (778-7979; strathamheritage@strathamnh.gov)
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300th ANNIVERSARY COMMITTEE
Our town celebrated its 300th anniversary in 2016. Did you know that Stratham is the 7th oldest 
of the 223 cities and towns in New Hampshire?
The Anniversary Committee prepared for the 2016 events these past 6 years.  These events were:
1). The historical play entitled "Inspired by the Past". Over 1000 people attended the three 
performances of the play, which highlighted significant events and personalities from historical 
Stratham.  We wish to thank the University of New Hampshire Theatre and Dance Department 
and UNH Innovations (Maria Emanuel) for their support and for providing us with the play 
Director, Jamie Clavet, and Manager, Aimee Blesing.  Also, we wish to thank Emily Belanger, a 
history major at UNH, for her fine work in writing the play.  And, lastly, thanks to all of the 
actors who worked so very hard for several months practicing their parts and then for their 
excellent performances.  Some of the finest of the residents of Stratham who participated, both 
young and old, will never forget the part that they played in our 300th anniversary play!
2). Dinner/Dance.   Over 400 residents and guests gathered at Stratham Hill Park on a beautiful 
June 25th evening to celebrate our 300th birthday.  Charlie Sherman served as the Master of 
Ceremonies and introduced many speakers, including Governor Maggie Hassan, Senator Kelly 
Ayotte, Representative Frank Guinta, former Speaker of the NH House Doug Scamman, NH 
State Representatives and Senators, the Stratham Board of Selectmen, led by Chairman David 
Canada, and other guest speakers who expressed their good wishes to the large crowd.  The 
lively music was provided by the New Legacy Swing Band and was enjoyed by all.  A time 
capsule from Stratham elementary students in 1976, the Bicentennial year, was opened.  The 
students prepared mementos for us to view and enjoy, such as class pictures and childhood 
remembrances from that era.  We wish to thank the event coordinator, Leslie Wiseman, for all of 
her hard work to make the event successful, and special thanks to Ben Reed, the caterer, for the 
excellent food.  Ben's specialty was not only the meal, but the fact that he can trace his family 
lineage back to the 1600's in Stratham.  It was a wonderful evening of celebration that was 
thoroughly enjoyed by all!  
3). Parade. September 25th started as a beautiful crisp autumn day, as parade participants 
gathered at Stratham Hill Park for the 300th Anniversary Parade.  Hundreds of adults and 
children, many dressed in festive and colonial attire, walked with the various groups that were 
represented.  There were also a number of floats celebrating our heritage, and trophies were 
awarded to the best.  Fire engines and police vehicles from neighboring communities, antique 
cars, as well as, Scout and Stratham Recreation organizations marched in the parade.  There were 
marching bands, bagpipe bands, clown groups and drum and fife corps.   The program was very 
well organized by Parade Chair, Jeff Gallagher.  Several thousand Stratham residents lined the 
route and thoroughly enjoyed the visually striking parade.  The beautiful weather continued 
throughout the event and helped to make this a day to remember.
We wish to thank the residents of Stratham, the Board of Selectmen (David Canada, Joseph 
Lovejoy, Bruno Federico) the Town Administrator  (Paul Deschaine), Town Department heads 
and their employees for their support, help and encouragement.  We especially wish to thank the 
committee members for their years of hard and enduring work.  They are: Susan Canada, Cathy 
Kenny, Liz Chisholm, Flossie Wiggin, Peter Wiggin, Pat Sapienza, Joyce Rowe, Jeff Gallagher 
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and Carol Hazekamp.  I would also like to add our special thanks to Linwood and Nancy Pickett 
for donating their time to photographic all of the events.  Their work will help to preserve our 
300th Anniversary in Stratham history.
Respectfully yours,



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Selectmen's Meetings:  Mondays 7:30 pm (except legal holidays)
Volunteer Fire Department: 1st & 3rd Tuesdays 7:30 pm Business Meeting
2nd (firefighter) & 4th (EMS) Tuesdays Training 7:00 pm
Planning Board: 1st & 3rd Wednesdays of the month at 7:00 pm 
Board of Adjustment:  2nd & 4th Tuesdays of the month at 7:00 pm.  Upon request.
Conservation Commission:  2nd & 4th Wednesdays of the month at 7:00 pm
Heritage Commission: 2nd Wednesday of the month at 7:00 pm
Library Trustees:  2nd Tuesday of the month at 6:30 pm at the Library
Recreation Commission:  3rd Thursday of the month at 7:30 pm
Stratham Hill Park Association:  4th Monday of the odd months at 6:30 pm
Public Works Commission: 2nd Thursday of the month at 7:00 pm 
Trustees of the Trust Funds: 3rd Monday of every other month at 5:00 pm at the Library
Stratham Fair Committee: Last Wednesday of the month at 7:30 pm at the Firehouse
(January-July)
Energy Commission: 2nd Wednesday of the month at 7:00 pm
Technical Review Committee 3rd Tuesday of the month at 6:00 pm
Note:  Unless noted otherwise, all meetings are in the Municipal Center at 10 Bunker Hill Ave.
 
 
